
Art. 210 DEATH PENALTY § 210.6 
Code accordingly contains no explicit treatment of the case of 
homicide upon request. 

[§ 210.6 Sentence of Death for Murder; Further Proceed
ings to Determine Sentence .... 

(1) Death Sentence Excluded. When a defendant is found 
guilty of murder, the Court shall impose sentence for a felony of 
the first degree if it is satisfied that: 

(a) none of the aggravating circumstances enumerated 
In Subsection (S) of this Section was established by the evi
dence at the trial or will be established if further proceedings 
are initiated under Subsection (2) of this Section; or 

(h) substantial mitigating circumstances, established hy 
the evidence at the trial, call for leniency; or 

(c) the defendant, with the consent of the prosecuting at
torney and the approval of the Court, pleaded guilty to mur
der as a felony of the first degree; or 

( d) the defendant was under 18 years of age at the time 
of the commission of the crime; or 

(e) the defendant's physical or mental condition calls for 
leniency; or 

(f) although the evidence suffices to sustain the verdict, 
It does not foreclose all doubt respecting the defendant's 
guilt. 

(2) Determination by Court or by Court and Jury. Unless 
the Court imposes sentence under Subsection (1) of this Section, 
it shall conduct a separate proceeding to determine whether the 
defendant shonld be sentenced for a felony of the first degree or 
sentenced to death. The proceeding shall be conducted before the 
Court alone if the defendant was convicted hy a Court sitting 
without a jury or upon his plea of guilty or if the prosecuting 
attorney and the defendant waive a jury with respect to sentence. 
In other cases it shall be conducted before the Court sitting with 

•History. Presented to the Institute as Section 201.6 of Tentative Draft 
No. 9 and considered at the May 1959 meeting. See ALI Proceedings I46-
219 (1959). Presented again to the Institute In the Proposed Official Draft 
and considered at the May 1962 meeting. AU Proceedings I20-34, I41-43, 
226-27 (1962). Detailed commentary was originally Included In Tentative 
Draft No. 9 at 63-80 (1959). 

The brackets are meant to reflect the fact that the Institute took no posi
tion on the deslrablt:ty of the death penalty. The Institute position Is fully 
explained In the commentary to this section and to Section 210.2 supra. 
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the jury which determined the defendant's guilt or, If the Court 
for good ca.use shown discharges that jury; with a new jury em
panelled for the 1mrpose. 

In the proceeding, evidence may be presented as to MY matter 
that the Oourt deems relevant to sentence, Including but not llm· 
lted to the nature and circumstances of tho crime, the defendant's 
character, backgrouud, history, mental and physical condition 
and any of the aggravating or mitigating circumstances enumer
ated In Subsections (8) and (4) of this Section, Any such evl
deuce, not legally privileged, which the Oourt deems to have pro
bative force, may be received, regardless of Its admissibility under 
the exclusionary mies of evidence, provided that the defendant's 
counsel Is accorded a fair op1,ortunlty to rebut such evidence. 
The prosecuting attorney and the defeudant or his counsel shall 
be permitted to present argument for or agalmit sentence of death. 

The determination whether sentence of death shall be Imposed 
shall be In the discretion of the Court, except that wheu the pro
ceeding ls conducted beforo the Oourt sitting with a jury, the 
Oourt shall not Impose sentence of death uuless It submits to 
the jury the Issue whether the defeudant should be sentenced to 
death or to Imprisonment and the jury returns a verdict that 
the sentence should be death. If the jury ls unable to reach a 
unanimous verdict, the Oourt shall dismiss the Jury and lmposo 
sentence for a felony of tbe first degree. 

The Oourt, In exercising Its discretion as to sentence, and the 
jury, In determining upon Its verdict, shall take Into account tho 
aggravating and mitigating circumstances enumerated In Sub
sections (S) and (4) and any other facts that It deems relevant, 
but It shall not Impose or recommend sentence of death unless 
It finds one of the aggravating circumstances enumerated In Sub
section (3) aud further 'Inds that there are no mitigating cir
cumstances sufficiently substantial to call for leniency. When 
the Issue ls submitted to tho jury, the Oourt shall so Instruct and 
also shall Inform the jury of the nature of the sentence of Im
prisonment that may be lm1,osed, Including Its Implication with 
respect fo possible release upon parole, If the jury verdict ls 
against sentenco of death. 

Alternative formulation of Subsection (2): 
(2) Determination by Court. Unless the Oourt Imposes sen

tence under Subsection (1) of tills Section, It shall conduct a 
separate proceeding to determine whether the defendant should 
be sentencrd for a felony of the first degree or sentenced to 
death. Ju the proceeding, the Court, In accordanco with Section 
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7.07, shall consider the report of the pre-sent.ence Investigation 
and, If a psychiatric examination has been ordered, the report of 
such examination. In addition, evidence may be present.ed as to 
any matter that the Court deems relevant to sentence, Including 
but not limited to the nature and circumstances of the crime, 
the defendant's charact.er, background, history, mental and physi
cal condition and any of the aggravating or mitigating circum
stances enumerated in Subsections (3) and (4) of this Section. 
Any such evidence, not legally privileged, which the Court deems 
to bave probative force, may be received, regardless of its ad
missibility under the exclusionary rules of evidence, provided that 
the defendant's counsel ls accorded a. fair opportunity to rebut 
such evidence. The prosecuting attorney and the defendant or 
his counsel shall be permitted to present argument for or against 
sent.ence of death. 

The det.erminatlon whether sentence of death shall be imposed 
shall be in the discretion of the Court. In exercising such discre
tion, the Court shall take into account the aggravating and miti
g11.ting circnmstances enumerat.ed in Subsections (S) and (4) and 
any other facts that it deems relevant but shall not impose sen
tence of death unless It finds one of the aggravating circumsta.uces 
enumerated in Subsection (S) and further finds that there are no 
mitigating circumstances sufficiently substantial to call for leni
ency. 

(S) Aggravating Circumstances. 

(a) The murder was committ.ed by a convict under sen
t.ence of imprisonment. 

(b) The defendant was previously convicted of another 
murder or of a felony involving the use or threat of violence 
to the person. 

(c) At the time the murder was commltt.ed the defendant 
also committed another murder. 

(d) The defendant knowingly created a great risk of 
death to many person!l. 

(e) The murder was committed while the defendant was 
engaged or was an accomplice in the commission of, or au 
attempt to commit, or flight aft.er committing or attempting 
to commit robbery, ra1m or deviate sexual intercourse by 
force or threat of force, arson, burglary or kidnapping. 

(f) The murder was committed for the purpose of avoid
ing or preventing a lawful arrest or effecting an escape from 
lawful custody. 
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(g) The murder was committed for pecuniary gain. 
(h) The murder was especially heinous, atrocious or cruel, 

manifesting exceptional depravity. 
( 4) Mitigating Circumstances. 

(a) The defendant has no significant history of prior crim· 
lnal activity. 

(b) The murder was committed while the defendant was 
under the lnflueuce of extreme mental or emotional disturb
ance. 

(c) The victim was a participant in the defendaut's homi· 
cldal conduct or consented to the homicidal act. 

(d) The murder was committed under circumstances 
which the defendant believed to provide a moral justification 
or extenuation for his conduct. 

(e) The defendant was an accompllce in a murder com
mitted by another person and his participation in the homi
cidal act was relatively minor. 

(f) The defendant acted under duress or under the domi
nation of another peHon. 

(g) At the time of the murder, the capacity of the de
fendant to appreciate the criminality [wrongfulness] of 
his conduct or to eonform his conduct to the reqnirements 
of law was Impaired as a result of mental disease or defect 
or intoxication. 

(h) The youth of the defendant at the time of the crime.] 

Commentt 

1. Institute Position on Capital Punishment. The Model 
Code provision on capital punishment was adopted in tentative 
form at the 1959 meeting of the Institute:• Then, as today, the 
death penalty ranked high among the issues of public controver· 
sy in the criminal law. At that time, the death penalty could be 
imposed for murder, or, if murder was divided into degrees, for 

t Except where otherwise noted, the abbreviated citation of statutes refers 
to enactments prior to November 1, 1978. However, the subsequently enact· 
ed New Jersey statute has been Included throughout. As used In an abbre· 
vlated citation, the symbol (p) refers to a proposed code for the Indicated 
jurisdiction. A full explanation of all abbreviated citations appears at p. XXXIX 
supra. 

1 MPC § 201.6, T.D. 9, at 59-80 (1959); ALI Proceedings 146-216 (1959). 
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murder in the first degree, in all but seven abolltlon states.• 
Except for one jurlsdlction,3 however, Its Imposition was discre
tionary under a number of different procedural schemes. 

For reasons detailed below,4 the Reporters favored abolition of 
the capital sanction. The Advisory Committee recommended by 
a vote of 17-3 that the Institute express itself upon the issue, 
whatever its opinion proved to be. By a vote of 18-2, the Advt· 
sory Committee also recommended that the Institute favor aboll
tlon. The Council was divided on the Issue of retention or aboll· 
tion hut substantially united in the view that the Institute could 
not be influential In its resolution and therefore should not 
take a position either way. The Institute agreed with the 
Council,11 and the Model Code therefore does not take a position 
on whether the sentence of death should be retained or abol
ished. 

It was clear In any event that many jurisdictions would retain 
the sentence of death for some forms of murder for many years, 
a prediction that ls still accurate today. It was therefore regard
ed c:s essential that the Model Code address Itself to the problem 
presented in such jurisdictions. Two questions were thus re
quired to be faced: first, In what cases should capital punish· 
ment be possible; and second, what agency and what proc.~ure 
should determine whether the sentence of death should be im
posed. Section 210.6 embodies the solutions adopted by the In
stitute for resolving these Issues. It bears repeating, however, 
that inclusion of this provision in the Model Code does not signal 
Institute endorsement of capital punishment, nor does the op
tional authorization of this penalty under the statute reflect an 
Institute decision in favor of abolition. 

2. The Problem of Capital Punishment. Nearly 20 years aft· 
er the Institute's Initial consideration of the question, a broad 
societal consensus on the Issue of capital punishment seems as 
elusive as ever. Debate continues, and the literature on the sub
ject grows more and more abundant. Although this commen
tary makes no attempt to resolve the matter, it may be useful to 

2 The abolitionist states were Delaware, Maine, Michigan, Minnesota, 
North Dakota, Rhode Island, and Wisconsin. In both North Dakota and 
Rhode Island, however, the death penalty was available for murder by llfe
term prisoners. See MPC § 201.6, T.D. 9, App. D, at 126 (1959). 

3 See Comment 4(c) and text accompanying note 76 infra. 

4 See Comment 2 Infra. 

11 ALI Proceedings 217-19 (1959). 
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describe the dimensions of the controversy. Abolitionist senti
ment often reflects a profound moral distaste for "official mur
der." For some, the death penalty is simply an unacceptable 
contradiction of the intrinsic worth of a human being.8 As Mr. 
Justice Brennan made the point, "the calculated kililng of a hu
man being by the State Involves, by its very nature, a denial of 
the executed person's humanity." 1 For others, death is a fitting 
penalty for one who takes another's life and an appropriate ex
pression of societal outrage at such conduct.8 In any event, 
judgments of this sort do not readily yield to reasoned support 
or refutation, at least not in terms within the special competence 
of lawyers. The debate, therefore, has tended to shift to other 
grounds. 

Chief among them is the efficacy of the death penalty as a de
terrent. In a monograph prepared for the Institute, Professor 
Thorsten Sellin collected data on actual imposition of the death 
penalty and attempted to assess the relationship, if any, between 
homicide rates and the authorization of death as a possible sanc
tion for murder.0 Sellin selected clusters of neighboring states 
with similar social and economic conditions. Within each clus
ter he compared the experience of abolitionist and retentionist 
jurisdictions and found no significant or systematic difference 
between them: "The inevitable conclusion is that executions 
have no discernible effect on homicide death rates . . ." 10 

Seiiin concluded that a sentence of death is executed in a trivi
al fraction of the cases in which it might legally be imposed and 
that there is no quantitative evidence that either Its availabiiity 
or its imposition has noticeable influence upon the frequency of 
murder. The latter conclusion is not surprising when it is re
membered that murders are, upon the whole, either crimes of 
passion, in which a calculus of consequences has small psycho
logical reality, or crimes of such depravity that the actor re-

a See, e. g., Tao, Beyond Furman v. Georgia: The Need for a Morally 
Based Decfslon on Capita! Punishment, 51 Notre Dame Law. 722 (1976). 
See generally H. Bedau, The Courts, the Constitution, and Capital Pun!sh· 
ment (1977). 

1 Furman v. Georgl&, 408 U.S. 238, 290 (1972) (Brennan, J,, concurring). 

a See, e.g., Gregg v. Georgia, 428 U.S. 153, 183 (1976). 

o T. Sellin, The Der1th Penalty (ALl 1959), also printed at MPC § 201.6, T. 
D. 9, at 221 (1959). See Sellln, Capital Punishment, 25 Fed.Probation, Part 
3, at 3 (1961); semn, Homicides In Retentlonlst and Abolitionist States, In 
Capital Punlsltment (T. Sellin ed. 1967). 

10 T. Sellln, The Death Penalty 34 (ALI 1959). 
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veals himself as doubtfully within the reach of influences that 
might be especially inhibitory in the case of an ordinary man. 
These factors, therefore, leave room for substantial doubt that 
any solid case can be maintained for the death penalty as a de· 
terrent to murder, at least as it Is employed in the United 
States. If this conclusion is correct, it would seem that the so
cial need for grievous condemnation of the act can be met, as it 
is met in abolition states, without resorting to capital punish· 
ment. 

Sellin's work proved extremely influential for almost 15 years. 
It survived without major challenge until Professor Isaac 
Ehrlich's efforts to test implications of general deterrence theory 
in the context of capital punishment.11 Ehrlich looked at the 
relationship between the homicide rate in the nation as a whole 
and the 11execution risk," that Is, the fraction of convicted 
murderers who are actually put to death. He tried to hold 
other factors constant by the technique of multiple regres· 
sion analysis. From experience in the United States from 1933 
through 1967 Ehrlich drew the tentative concluslon that execu
tion of an offender tended on the average to deter eight 
homicides.1t This finding prompted a storm of controversy that 
has not y~t begun to abate. Sellin's work and Ehrlich's anal· 
ysis have been attacked and defended on methodological 
grounds,1' and each has been tested by replicatJon,H These 
disputes of methodology and statistical technique are largely be· 

11 Ehrlich, The Deterrent Effect of Capital Punishment: A Question of Life 
or Death, 65 Am.Econ.Rev. 397 (1975); Ehrlich, The Deterrent Effect of Cap· 
ital Punishment: A Question of Life or Death (Working Paper No. 18, Cen· 
ter for Economic Analysis of Human Behavior and Social Institutions, 1973). 

lll Ehrlich, The Deterrent Effect of Capital Punishment: A Question of Life 
or Death, 65 Am.Econ.Rev. 397, 398, 414 n. 15 (1975). 

13 See. e. g., Zelsel, Deterrent Effect of the Death Penalty: Facts v. Faiths, 
1976 Sup.Ct.Rev. 317 (1976): Baldus & Cole, A Comparison of the Work of 
Thorsten Sellin and Isaac Ehrlich on the Deterrent Effect of Capital Punish· 
ment, 85 Yale L.J. 170 (1975); Bowers & Pierce, The Illusion of Deterrence In 
Isaac Ehrlich's Research on Capital Punishment, 85 Yale L.J. 187 (1975); 
Ehrlich, Deterrence: Evidence and Inference, 85 Yale L.J. 209 (1975); Peck, 
The Deterrent Effect of Capital Punishment: Ehrlich and his Critics, 85 Yale 
L.J. 359 (1976); Ehrlich, Rejoinder, 85 Yale L.J. 368 (1976). 

H W. Bowers, Executions In America 137-47 (1974); Balley, Murder and 
the Death Penalty, 65 J.Crlm.L.C. & P.S. 416, 421 (1974); Passel, The De
terrent Effect of the Death Penalty: A Statistical Test, 28 Stan.L.Rev. 61 
(1975); Passel & Taylor, The Deterrent Effect of Capital Punishment: An· 
other View 9-11 (Discussion Paper 74-7509, Columbia Univ. Dept. of Eco· 
nomlcs, Feb. 1975). 
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yond the competence of those without special training In the field. 
Further research may clarify the matter, but at present the ver
dict must be that the existence of a stgnlftcant deterrent effect 
from retention of the death penalty has been neither proved nor 
disproved. 

Apart from the efficacy of the death penalty as a deterrent, 
Its possible imposition exerts a discernible and baneful effect on 
the administration of criminal justice. A trial where life ls at 
stake becomes Inevitably a morbid and sensational affair, 
frat1ght with risk that public sympathy will be aroused for the 
defendant without reference to guilt or innocence of the crime 
charged. In the rare cases where a capital sentence is lmposed, 
this unwholesome influence carries through the period preceding 
execution, reaching a climax when sentence ts carried out. 

The special sentiment associated with judgment of death is re
flected also in the courts, lending added weight to claims of er· 
ror In the trial and multiplying and protracting the appellate 
processes, Including post-conviction remedies. As astute and re
alistic an observer as Mr. Justice Jackson observed to the Chief 
Reporter shortly prior to his death that he opposed capital pun
ishment because of its deleterious effects on the judicial process 
and stated that he would appear and urge the Institute to favor 
abolition. 

Beyond these considerations, It is obvious that capital punish· 
ment ls the most difficult of sanctions to administer with even 
rough equality. A rigid legislative definition of capital murders 
has proved unworkable in practice, given the infinite variety of 
homicides and possible mitigating factors. A discretionary sys· 
tem thus becomes inevitable, with equally Inevitable differences 
In judgment depending on the Individuals involved and other ac
cidents of time and place. 111 Yet most dramatically when life ts 
at stake, equality is, as It is generally felt to be, a most Impor
tant element of justice. 

Setun's data showed a total of 3096 ctvlUan executions for 
murder In the United States during the years 1930-57.18 This 

111 Even when a capital sentence Is Imposed, the speed 'ls well as the cer· 
talnty of Its execution may depend prlmarlly upon the reslgnntlon of the In· 
dlvldual or his disposition to pursue appellate and collateral proceedings 
which may cnrry on for years. Indeed, as recent experience has shown, 
even the resignation of the Individual to execution will not necessarily bring 
litigation to a11 end. See Gilmore v. Utah, 429 U.S. 1012 (1976). 

HT. Sellin, The Death Penalty 5 (ALI 1959). 
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number represents only a small fraction of all murder convic
tions. The annual number of executions declined noticeably 
across this time period. The decline resulted in part from a de
creasing homicide rate and in part from the removal of mandato
ry death sentences in a few jurisdictions, but it also reflectu a 
growing reluctance by judges and juries to impose the ultimate 
sanction.17 Subsequent experience confirms the point that impo
sition of the death penalty is an increasingly rare occurrence. 
The average annual rate of execution dropped from 128 in the 
1940's to 72 in the 1950's to 31 in the years 1960-65.18 These 
figures give rise to the argument that the death penalty is ac
tualiy carried out so rarely that its impositl.on in any particular 
case must be arbitrary. As Mr. Justice Stewart captured the 
thought in a constitutional context, "death sentences are cruel 
and unusual in the same way that being struck by lightning is 
cruel and unusual." rn Discomfort with the discretionary aspects 
of the system is aggravated, moreover, by a suspicion that the 
grounds for differentiating among individuals may include ille
gitimate factors such as race.2° Finally, there is the point that 
erroneous convictions are inevitable and beyond correction in 
the light of newly discovered evidence when a capital sentence 
has been carried out. 

These, then, are the major arguments against capital punish
ment for murder. The arguments on the other side may well 
begin with crediting some deterrent efficacy to the threat of 
death as punishment, given the weight that such a threat ap
pears to have on introspection. However one evaluates the stud
ies by Sellin and Ehrllch, reported homicide rates per 100,000 of 
population may be too crude an instrument to reflect all the cas
es where the threat has been effective 21 ; and it may be regarded 

n Id. at 11-14. 

18 United States Dep't of Justice, Bureau of Prisons, National Prisoner Sta· 
tlstlcs, Bulletin No. 46, Capital Punishment 1930-1970, at 8 (A!Jg. 1971). 

10 Funnan v. Georgia, 408 U.S. 238, 309 (1972) (Stewart, J., concurring). 

20 Mure than half the persons executed In the years 1930-57 were non· 
white. T. Sellin, The Death Penalty 5 (ALI 1959). See also Furman v. Geor· 
gla, 408 U.S. 238, 255 (1972) (Douglas, J., concurring). 

21 Cf. Hart, Murder and the Principles of Punishment: England and the 
United States, 52 Nw.U.L.Rev. 433, 457 (1957): 

In the thirty years from 1910 to 1939 the ten year average murder rate 
In England fell from 4.1 to 3.3 per million. Yet If the death penalty had 
been abc.llshed at the beginning of this period . . . and If this 
had resulted In 100 more murders than there actually were during this 
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as sufficient to justify the means that some innocent lives may 
be preserved. 

Many would argue, further, that it is appropriate for a society 
to express its condemnation of murder by associating the offense 
with the highest sanction that the law can use, however much 
considerations of humanity should temper the exaction of the 
penalty when there are extenuation::;. And some communities 
may stitl have cause to fear the greater evil of resort to private 
violence as reprisal, if the law excludes the posslbtltty that the 
murderer may lose his life. The problem of equality, to which 
attention has been drawn, will not appear to alt to be disposttive. 
Arguments based on the discretionary character of the death 
penalty and the infrequency of its imposition may call for re
form and review of the discretionary system rather than aboli· 
tion of the punishment. And it may be thought enough that the 
capital penalty is merited in any case in which it actually is im· 
posed. Finally, these arguments may be regarded as outweigh· 
ing the costs of the penalty to the administration of justice, 
given the difficulty of measuring the effect of such factors on 
the deterrence nnd the condemnation points. 

Whatever the merits of the debate, in any event, capital pun· 
ishment continues to command substantial political support 
within the American system.22 It is as clear today as it was 
when the Model Code was drafted that many jurisdictions will 
continue to authorize the death penalty for at least some offens
es for a considerable time to come. Those jurisdictions that 
elect to retain the penalty must confront the special need to pro· 

period, there would still have been a substantial decrease (from 4.1 to 
3.5 million) in the murder rate following this abolition, 

22 As of 1976, 10 states had abolished the death penalty for all crimes: 
Alaska (1957), Hawaii (1957), Iowa (1965), Maine (1887), Michigan (1847), 
Minnesota (1911), Oregon (1964), South Dakota (1976), West Virginia (1965), 
and Wisconsin (J853). Popular support for the death penulty, as Indicated 
by the Gallup polis, declined consistently from 62 per cent In 1936 to 42 per 
cent In 1966. After 1966, however, the trend reversed and by 1969 the ap
proval rating had risen to 51 per cent. Erskine, The Polls: Capital Punish· 
ment, 34 Pub.Opinion Q. 290 (1970). A nationwide Harris survey conducted 
in 1973 showed that 59 per cent of the American people supported the death 
penalty for murder while 31 per cent opposed It. The Harris Survey, Louis 
Harris and Associates Inc., New York, N.Y., June 11 and 14, 1973 (Copy· 
right, The Chicago Tribune, 1973), The reaction to the Furman decision by 
the national and state legislatures, see text accompanying note 149 Infra, 
and to the 1976 death penalty decisions, see text accompanying notes 191-
192 Infra, Is further evidence of the substantial political support the death 
penalty commands. 
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vide a fair and rational system of administration and to meet re
cently developed constitutional standards. Section 210.6 ad
dresses that need. 

3. Ori.mes Other than Murder. Although the Model Code nei
ther endorses nor rejects capital punishment for murder, it does 
disallow the death penalty for all other offenses. This decision 
marks a significant departure from prior law. As of 1959, some 
35 jurisdictions punished kidnapping as a capital offense, and 
treason and rape were capital crimes in 25 and 21 jurisdictions, 
respectively.23 Less commonly, the death penalty was autho
rized for some forms of robbery, lynching, bombing, arson, 
trainwrecking, burglary, and some varieties of aggravated 
assault.24 Recently enacted statutes have added aircraft hijack
ing to the list.25 

For some of these crimes, the Model Code has no parallel. 
Thus, the Code omits treason on the ground that political disloy
alty is properly handled as an offense against the national gov
ernment. State treason statutes are used, if ever, against in
stances of violent insurrection already covered by other offenses. 
The Code also contains no separate provision against aircraft 
hijacking.26 No need for a special offense on this subject was 
apparent during the period when the Model Code was drafted. 
Finally, the Model Code assimilates many narrowly drafted state 
statutes into more broadly defined crimes. Thus, for example, 
lynching is covered as a form of homicide and not as a distinct 
offense. 

Of course, the Model Code does continue as non-capital offens
es several crimes for which the death penalty has been autho
rized in some American states. Of these, kidnapping, robbery, 
arson, burglary, and assault seem to have been punlshable by 
death principally because they commonly involve risk to life. 
Where death of another occurs in the course of such conduct, 
the actor may be prosecuted for homicide, and the death penalty 
may come into play in those jurisdictions that choose to retain 

23 T, Sellin, The Death Penalty 4 (ALI 1959). 

2• Id. For a more detailed listing, see H. Bedau, The Death Penalty In 
America 42-52 (1964). 

2J1 E. g., Ga. § 27-2534(l)(a); 49 U.S.C. § 1472, See also note 50 infra. 

20 Aircraft hijacking Is Included within the offense of terroristic threats, as 
defined In Section 211.3 Infra. Under this section Jt Is a felony of the third 
degree to thr.iaten to commit any crime of violence with the purpose to ter
rorize another or to cause serious public Inconvenience. 

A.L.l.Mod.Pen.Code Arts. 210-213-6 117 
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capital punishment for murder. Where the risk of homicide is 
not realized, however, the ultimate sanction seems plainly exces
sive. This judgment is confirmed by experience if not by the 
statutes. In the years from 1930 through 1957, only 61 persons 
were executed for crimes other than murder and rape.'17 Of 
these, eight were put to death by the federal government for 
espionage.28 That leaves an average of fewer than two execu
tions annually for kidnapping, robbery, burglary, and assault 
combined. This history comes close to de facto abolition of the 
death penalty for these crimes, and the Model Code makes that 
position explicit. It might be added also that recent Supreme 
Court decisions discussed in connection with rape, below, and in 
Comment 12, infra) make it increasingly doubtful that capital 
punishment in any context where a life is not taken will survive 
constitutional challenge. 

Rape involves somewhat different concerns. Although coer
cive sexual intercourse generally entails assaultive behavior, the 
gravamen of the crime is not risk to life but the extreme indig
nity of forced sexual intimacy. Nevertheless, prior to the recent 
constitutional decisions on the death penalty, slightly more than 
one-third of the states retained capital punishment for rape.20 

Following the Fttrman decision in 1972, six Southern states re
enacted the death penalty for some form of rape.30 

n T. Sellin, The Death Penalty 11 (ALI 1959). 

28Jd. 

29 In 1926, 20 American jurisdictions (18 states, the federal government, 
and the District of Columbia) made rape of an adult female punishable by 
death. Bye, Recent History and Present Status of Capital Punishment In the 
United States, 17 J.Crlm.L.C. & P.S. 234, 241-42 (1926). By 1971 the number 
had decreased to 17 (16 states and the federal government). See Granucci, 
"Nor Cruel and Unusual Punishments Inflicted": The Original Meaning, 57 
Callf.L.Rev. 839, 844 (1969). 

30 All 17 jurisdictions with capltal·rape statutes In 1971 allowed the death 
penalty to be Imposed at the unguided discretion of the jury: hence none of 
these statutes survived Furman v. Georgia, 408 U.S. 238 (1972). Follow· 
Ing Furman, only Georgia, North Carolina, and Louisiana enacted statutes 
making rape of an adult female punishable by death. Ga. § 27-2534.1; La. § 
14:42: N.C. § 14-21. However, In North Carolina and Louisiana the death 
penalty was mandatory, and these statutes were effectively Invalidated by 
Woodson v, North Carolina, 428 U.S. 280 (1976), and Roberts v. Louisiana, 
428 U.S. 325 (1976). In 1977, the Supreme Court struck down the Georgia 
statute as well. Coker v. Georgia, 433 U.S. 584 (1977). Florida, Mississippi 
and Tenness&e also enacted post-Furman legislation authorizing the death 
penalty for certain rapes of children by adults. Fla. § 794.01(1): Miss. § 
97-3-65; Tenn. § 39-3702. However, the Tennessee capltal·sentenclng atat-
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The Model Code's exclusion of capital punishment for rape 
rests in part on the several reasons for opposing the death penal· 
ty in any context. The character and irrevocabillty of the sane· 
tlon call for a generally cautious approach to its use. Addition
ally, the sentence of death may seem a disproportionate and ex
cessive penalty for any crime not involving loss of life, One 
need not gainsay the gravity of rape to believe that it is not as 
heinous as murder and that a properly proportionate scheme of 
penalties requires a lesser sanction. F'inally, the history of ac· 
tual imposition of the death sentence for rape is distinctly unset· 
tling. In the years 1930-57, the states executed 409 persons for 
rape.31 All of these executions took place in the South or in 
border states.32 Of the 409 persons put to death, 366 were 
black.33 Disparity of this magnitude is too suggestlve to ignore, 
and more recent data follow the same trend.34 In combiuation 
these factors persuaded the Institute that death should not be an 
authorized penalty for rape. 

This judgment has recently been confirmed by the Supreme 
Court in unequivocal terms. In Ooker v. Georgia,35 the Court 

ute was mandatory and was held Invalid under the Woodson and Roberts 
decisions. See Collins v. State, 550 S.W.2d 643 (Tenn.1977), cert. denied, 
434 U.S. 905 (1978). Of the states to enact new capital-punishment statutes 
since Woodson and Roberts, only North Carolina authorized the death penal
ty for some form of rape. The statute provides for a sentence of death for 
rape of a "virtuous female" under 12 years of age. N.C. § 14-21. This stat· 
ute would now appear to be unconstitutional under the Coker decision dis· 
cussed In the text accompanying note 35 Infra. 

31 T. Sellln, The Death Penalty 7 (ALI 1959). 

3e Id. The following states executed at least one person for rape In the 
years 1930-57: Alabama, Arkansas, Delaware, Florida, Georgia, Kentucky, 
Louisiana, Maryland, Mississippi, Missouri, North Carolina, Oklahoma, South 
Carolina, Tennessee, Texas, Virginia, West Virginia. 

33Id. 

:w In the period 1958 to 1965, seven whites and 36 blacks were executed for 
rape. There were no executions for rape In the United States from 1965 
through 1975. United States Dept, of Justice, Law Enforcement Administra
tion, National Prisoner Statistics Bulletin No. SD-NPS-CP-3, Capital Punish· 
ment 1974 at 16-17 (November 1975); Brief for Petitioner at 52, n. 59 In 
Coker v. Georgia, 433 U.S. 504 (1977). On July 2, 1976, of the 28 persons 
under sentence of death for rape In the United States, 21 were black. Id. at 
54. For an exhaustive statistical analysis of racial discrimination In the Im· 
position of the death penalty for rape which examines the possible slgnlfl· 
cance of non·raclally related factors, see Wolfgang & Reidel, Race, Judicial 
Discretion, and the Deatl1 Penalty, 407 Annals 119 (1973). 

35 433 U.S. 584 (1977). For a pre-Coker discussion of the subject, see 
White, Dlsproportlonallty and the Death Penalty: Death as a Punishment for 
Rape, 38 U.Pitt.L.Rev. 145 (1976), 
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held that the sentence of death "is grossly disproportionate and 
excessive punishment for the crime of rape and is therefore for
bidden by the Eighth Amendment as cruel and unusual 
punishment." 36 The Court was plainly influenced by the fact 
that only three states responded to the Furman decision by en
acting death penalty statutes for rape of an adult 31 and by the 
small number of persons sentenced to death under the Georgia 
statute. But the Court faced the proportionality argument and 
squarely rested its decision on that ground: 

We do not discount the seriousnesi; of rape as a crime. It 
is highly reprehensible, both in a moral sense and in its al
most total contempt for the personal integrity and autono
my of the female victim and for the latter's privilege of 
choosing those with whom intimate relationships are to be 
established. Short of homicide, it is the "ultimate violation 
of self." It is also a violent crime because it normally in
volves force, or the threat of force or intimidation, to over
come the will and the capacity of the victim to resist. Rape 
is very often accompanied by physical injury to the female 
and can also inflict mental and psychological damage. Be
cause it undermines the community's sense of securlty, 
there is public injury as well. 

Rape is without doubt deserving of serious punishmentj 
but in terms of moral depravity and of the injury to the 
person and to the public, it does not cmnpare with murder. 

. We have the abiding conviction that the death 
penalty, which "is unique in its severity and revocability," 

. is an excessive penalty for the rapist who, as such, 
does not take human life.3B 

4. Background of Capital Murder. Before undertaking an 
explanation of the approach reflected in Section 210.6, it is nec
essary to consider the background against which it was written. 
From the common-law heritage on which the American legal 
system was based, there were primarily two innovations that 
dominated thought about how the capital sanction should be ad-

36 433 U.S. at 592 (footnote omitted), Six members of the Court joined or 
concurred In this judgment. Mr. Justice Powell agreed that the death penal· 
ty should be set aside on the facts before the Court but left open the possl
blllty that the death penalty might be appropriate for certain forms of ag· 
gravated rape. The Chief Justice and Mr. Justice Rehnquist dissented. 

a1 See note 30 supra. 

38 433 U.S. at 597 (footnotes omitted). 
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ministered. These were the advent of the degree structure in
troduced in Pennsylvania in 1794 and the Introduction of discre
tion pioneered by Tennessee In 1838. Each of these develop
ments merits further consideration. 

(a) The Commwn Law. The early common law punished 
only a single offense of criminal homicide. The offense 
carried a capital sanction, subject to the exclusion of those 
entitled to benefit of clergy. Persons in that category came 
within the more lenient system of punishments adminis
tered by the ecclesiastical authorities.so Over time the 
standards for claiming benefit of clergy became so relaxed 
that virtually any literate person could avoid the capital 
sanction for unlawful homicide. The secular powers reacted 
with a series of statutes that restricted ecclesiastical juris· 
diction by withdrawing benefit of clergy for "murder upon 
malice prepensed." •0 These statutes initiated the division 
of criminal homicide into the distinct offenses of murder 
and manslaughter. Murder, which was defined in terms of 
the developing concept of "malice prepense" or "mallce 
aforethought, " retained the status of a capital offense. All 
other unlawful homicides were punished as manslaughter.41 

The subsequent history of capital murder at common law 
may be charted in the evolution of the phrase "malice 
aforethought." At one time the term probably meant homi
cidal intent conceived well in advance of the fat al act. The 
common-law courts, however, stretched the concept until it 
came to stand for any of several mental states deemed suffi
cient to support liability for murder. Thus, there developed 
variants of murder based on intent to kill, intent to cause 
grievous bodily harm, Intent to commit a felony, and ex
treme recklessness or negligence indicating a depraved 

39 1 J. Stephen, History of the Criminal Law of England 459-64 (1883). 

•0 12 Hen. 7, ch. 7 (1496) ("willful prepensed murders"); 4 Hen. 8, ch. 2 
(1512) ("murder upon malice prepensed"); 23 Hen. 8, ch. 1, §§ 3, 4 (1531) 
("Wiiifui murder of malice prepensed"); 1 Edw. 6, ch. 12, § 10 (1547) ("mur
der of malice prepensed"). 

• 1 After 1547, manslaughter remained clergyable and, for tho,se persons en
titled to benefit of clergy, was punishable by branding the left thumb with 
an "M." 4 Hen. 8, ch. 13 (1487). Only clergy who were actually members 
of an order were entitled to benefit of clergy more than once. For those 
not entitled to benefit of clergy, manslaughtcir was a felony punishable with 
death, unless committed In self-defense or by "misadventure," In which case 
the convict would avoid hanging by purchasing a royal pardon and forfeiting 
his chattels. 21 Edw. 3, ch. 17B (1348). Cf. 24 Hen. 8, ch. 5 (1532). 
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heart. The earlier connotation of advance design was nar
rowed into the common-law rule of provocation. This doc
trine punished as manslaughter rather than murder inten
tional homicide committed in a suo '\en h~at of passion en
gendered by adequate provocation. If the provoking event 
were not deemed legally sufficient, the crime was murder no 
matter how suddenly the homicidal act followed intent to 
kill. The upshot of this history ls that the capital crime of 
murder gradually expanded, and the residual offense of 
manslaughter underwent a corresponding contraction in 
scope.41 

'"The common law remained unchanged In England until the Homicide 
Act of 1957, with reliance In the Interim placed on the prerogative of mercy, 
as exercised by the Home Secretary In the name of the sovereign, to miti
gate the rigors of the law in proper cases. ln the years 1900-1948, over 46 
per cent of all death sentences were commuted. See Royal Comm'n on Cap
ital Punishment, Minutes of Evidence 1-15, 23-25 (1949). Dissatisfaction 
with this sytem, bnsed primarily upon the cruelty of passing sentence in so 
many cases where it would not be carried out and the fact that the decisive 
Judgment was so largely made In camera, was felt for the best part of a cen
tury before a major change was made. There were, however, mitigations 
adopted in the Chlldrens Act of 1908 (excluding the death sentence for per
sons under 16). the lnfantlclde Act of 1922 (excluding the capital sanction 
for certain cases of Infanticide by the mother). and the Sentence of Death 
(Expectant Mothers) Act of 1931 (excluding death for pregnant women). 

The English system survived so long because successive commissions, es
tablished to propose Improvement, concluded that adequate statutory grading 
was Impossible and discretion in the judge or jury undesirable. See Royal 
Comm'n on Capital Punishment, Report, CMD. No. 8932, at 159-77, 190-
208, 467-74 (1953); House of Commons, Select Committee on Capital Pun· 
ishment, Report §§ 162 to 182 (1930). The Homicide Act of 1957, however, 
adopted the grading device that the British theretofore had so steadfastly 
rejected. The capital class was limited to a second murder and to the follow
ing cases: murder in the course or furtherance of theft; murder by shooting 
or by causing an explosion: murder In the course, or for the purpose, of re
sisting or preventing a lawful arrest or effecting or assisting an escape from 
legal custody; murder of a police officer acting in the execution of his duty 
or of a prison officer by a convict or of a person assisting such an officer. 
In any case, however, the murder was capital only for the nctor whose "own 
act" caused the death and not for an accomplice. Sentence of death was 
also excluded for persons under 18 years of age at the time of the murder. 

The theory of the retention of the death sentence in the enumerated class
es of murders was not that they afforded a principled delineation of the 
most offensive homicides or an Indication of the gravest depravity of charac
ter, but rather that under prevailing circumstances In England they struck at 
the professional criminal and ellmlnati;d what was regarded as the special 
danger that he might be led to carry and resort to firearms If the death pen
alty should be removed. See Prevezer, The English Homicide Act: A New 
Attempt to Revise the Law of Murder, 57 Colum.L.Rev. 624, 648-50 (1957); 
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(b) The Advent of Grading. The first major limitation 

on capital murder in the United States was the Pennsylvan
ia Act of 1794. In the years preceding the American Revo
lution, Pennsylvania had witnessed the growth of a move
ment for reform of the penal law generally and for modera
tion of punishments in particular.43 Rather than attempt
ing redefinition of the traditional crimes of murder and 
manslaughter, the reformers sought to confine the capital 
sanction to instances of murder deemed especially heinous. 
The Act of 1794 provided that "all murder, which shall be 
perpetrated by means of poison, or by lying in wait, or by 
any kind of wilful, deliberate and premeditated kllling, or 
which shall be committed in the perpetration or attempt to 
perpetrate any arson, rape, robbery, or burglary, shall be 
deemed murder in the f lrst degree; and all other kinds of 
murder shall be deemed murder in the second degree . 

. " " Only first-degree murder was capital. 

As a model for subsequent legislation, the Pennsylvania 
statutf' proved extremely influential. Virginia adopted the 
reform in 1796,411 and other states soon followed suit. At 
the time the Model Code provision on capital murder was 
drafted, 34 American jurisdictions had laws based closely on 
the original Pennsylvania formulation.40 Some states added 
"torture" or "starving" to the specification of methods of 
first-degree murder,47 and a few jurisdictions added a cate-

Elliott, The Homicide Act (1957) Crlm.L.R. 282. Viewed as a means to these 
ends, the value of the formulation was regarded as peculiar to the British 
situation and thus as not suggestive of the course that should be followed In 
drafting a model penal code for American use. It also was subjected to se· 
vere criticism even In the British context. See Prevezer and Elliott, supra. 

England abolished the death penalty In the Murder (Abolition of Death 
Penalty) Act, 1965, 8 Halsbury's Statutes of England 541. 

u See Keedy, History of the Pennsylvania Statute Creating Degrees of 
Murder, 97 U.Pa.L.Rev. 759, 764-73 (1949). 

~4 Pa.Laws 1794, ch, 257, §§ 1 and 2. 

~112 Va.Stat.§ 1.2, at 5-6 (Sheperd 1796). 

~e For a compilation of these statutes, see MPC § 201.6, T.D. 9, App. C, at 
115-20 (1959); Comment, Lying in Walt Murder, 6 Stan.L.Rev. 345, 347 n. 22 
(1954). The single murder category of the common law had survived In only 
10 states at this time, one of them being Maine, an abolition jurisdiction. 
See MPC I 201.6, T.D. 9, at 66 (1959). 

47 E. g., Cal. § 189 ("torture") (current version at Cal. § 189); Va. § 4393 
("starving") \current version at Va. § 18.2-32); W.Va. § 5!H6 ("starving") 
(current version at W.Va. § 61-2-1). For a complete compilation of the fac-
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gory of extreme recklessness to the capital version of the 
offense.0 .Mter the Lindbergh experience, many jurisdic
tions amended their statutes to include kidnapping within 
the rule of first-degree felony murder,•0 and more recently 
some states have added aircraft hijacking to the list.ao 

Despite its success as a model for other states, the Penn
sylvania statute did not achieve a rational or intelligible 
limitation of capital murder. For one thing, there has al
ways been some confusion over whether a murder commit
ted by one of the specified means-e. g., poison-must also 
be found "wilful, deliberate and premeditated" in order to 
support the capital sanction. Some courts invoked the prin
ciple of ejusdem generis and applied the "deliberate and pre
meditated" requirement to murder by whatever means.111 

Others construed the statute literally and found use of a 
specified method of murder an independently sufficient ba
sis for classification as a capital offense.11i Of course, the 
latter interpretation tends to rob the statute of any consist
ent basis for differentiating the degrees of murder. 

tors determinative of first-degree murder In 1959, see MPC § 201.6, T.D. 9, 
App. C, at 115-20 (1959). 

" 8 Murder Is first-degree If committed by an act "Imminently dangerous to 
others" and evincing a "depraved mind." See, e. g,, N.Y. § 1044 (current 
version at N.Y. § 125.25; classified as second-degree murder); Wash. tit. 4, § 
2392 (current version at Wash. § 9A.32.030). 

49 E.g., La. art. 74<>-30 (current version at La. § 14:30.1; classified as sec· 
ond·degree murder); N.H. ch. 455, § 1 (current version at N.H. 630:1-B: 
classified as second-degree murder); Pa. tit. 18, § 2221 (current version at Pa. 
tit. 18, § 2502(a); classified as first-degree murder). A number of other feio· 
nies were added in some states, principally including mayhem, larceny, and 
sodomy. Perjury was also added In one state. For a complete compilation 
of the factors In use In each state at this time, see MPC § 201.6, T.D. 9, 
App. C, at 115-20 (1959). 

110 E. g., Ark. § 41-ISOI(l)(a) ("vehicular piracy"); Neb. § 28-401 ("hijack· 
Ing of any public or private means of transportation"); Tenn. § 39-2402(4) 
("aircraft piracy"). 

,. Ill E. g., State v. Moffitt, 199 Kan. 514, 431 P.2d 879 (1967); People v. 
Thomas, 25 Cal.2d 880, 156 P.2d 7 (1945). 

11~ E. g., People v. Valentine, 28 Cal.2d 121, 136, 169 P.2d I, 10 (1946) (mur
der by means of poison, torture or lying in wait Is a separate category of 
flrst·degree murder, without regard to the elements of willfulness, delibera
tion or premeditation); Jackson v. State, 180 Tenn. 158, 172 S.W.2d 821 
(1943) (murder committed by lying in wait is presumptively conclusive of 
premeditation and deliberation). 
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More pervasively, the Pennsylvania reform was under
mined by the inability or unwillingness of courts to settle on 
any dependable content for the "deliberate and premeditat
ed" formula. Early Pennsylvania decisions read this Ian· 
guage to require nothing more than proof of intentional 
homlclde.113 Since intent to klll ls the chief meaning of the 
"malice aforethought" concept used to define murder gener
ally, identifying that state of mind as sufficient for murder 
in the first degree blurs any distinction between the two 
categories of the offense. Other jurisdictions experienced 
similar difflculties,114 and modern decisions revealed continu
ing conflict and uncertainty about the distinguishing crite
ria of capital murder.1111 At least in some jurisdictions, an 
intention to kill could be "deliberate" even though it was 
not a product of calm reflection and "premeditated" even 
though no appreciable time elapsed between the intention 
and the act.116 As a Massachusetts court stated: 

It is not so much a matter of time as of logical se
quence. First the deliberation and premeditation, then 
the resolution to kill, and lastly the killing in pursuance 
of the resolution; and all this may occur in a few 
seconds.117 

Reflective incapacity, whether produced by transport of pas
sion or other cause, did not therefore preclude a first-degree 
conviction unless it excluded formulation of a conscious pur
pose to kill.118 Indeed, where the cause of such claimed inca-

11a Keedy, History of the Pennsylvania Statute Creating Degrees of Murder, 
97 U.Pa.L.Rev. 759, 773-75 (1949). 

IH See Michael & Wechsler, A Rationale for the Law of Homicide I, 37 Col· 
um.L.Rev. 701, 707-09 (1937). 

1111 Compare People v. Anderson, 70 Cal.2d 15, 447 P.2d 942, 73 Cal.Rptr. 
550 (1968), and People v. Granados, 49 Cal.2d 490, 319 P.2d 346 (1957), with 
Commonwealth v. Carroll, 412 Pa. 525, 194 A.2d 911 (1963). 

ll8See Commonwealth v. Carroll, 412 Pa. 525, 194 A.2d 911 (1963). 

11'7 Commonwealth v, Tucker, 189 Mass. 457, 495, 76 N.E. 127, 141 (1905). 
For other decisions, see Michael & Wechsler, A Rationale of the Law of 
Homicide I, 37 Colum.L.Rev. 701, 707-08 (1937). See also Brenner, The Im· 
pulslve Murder and the Degree Device, 22 Fordham L.Rev. 274, 280 et seq. 
(1953); Knudson, Murder by the Clock, 24 Wash.U.L.Q. 305 (1939). 

11a While this was the prevailing view at the time the Model Code was 
drafted, there were dissenting jurisdictions. Some states recognized the pos
sibility that mental abnormality could negate deliberation and premeditation, 
even though an Intention to kill could still be formed. See note 97 Infra. 
Other states required more than an Intent to kill. In Missouri, for example, 
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pacity was mental disease or deficiency short of irresponsi
bility, many jurisdictions held the claim irrelevant, anoma
lously it would seem, since they would concede the rele
vancy of intoxication.119 

In such circumstances, it was a task of surpassing subtlety 
to say what the "deliberate and premeditated" formula did 
require. This confusion prompted Cardazo's famous re
mark, which may well serve as the epitaph for the tradi
tional distinction between degrees of murder: 

What we have is merely a privilege offered to the jury 
to find the lesser degree when the suddenness of the In
tent, the vehemence of the passion, seems to call irre
sistibly for the exercise of mercy. I have no objection 
to giving them this dispensing power, but it should be 
given ta them directly and not In a mystifying cloud of 
words.00 

Mast importantly, judicial inconsistency and obscurity are 
largely symptomatic of the lack of an Intelligible policy un
derlying the Pennsylvania formulation. To the extent that 
the words "deliberate and premeditated" have ascertainable 

It was held that a "cool state of the blood" was essential for deliberation, at 
least In cases that Involved a cause of passion that was meaningful even If 
not legally sufficient to reduce the homicide to manslaughter. See State v. 
Speyer, 207 Mo. 540, 553, 106 S.W. 505, 509 (1907); State v. Kotovsky, 74 
Mo. 247, 249-51 (1881); see also Torres v. State, 39 N.M. 191, 43 P.2d 929 
(1935); Winton v. State, 151 Tenn. 177, 268 S.W. 633 (1925); cf. Fisher v. 
United States, 328 U.S. 463, 477 (1946) (Frankfurter, J., dissenting). There 
was some approach In this direction In New York, where It was specially 
demanded by the logic of the statute then In effect, since second-degree 
murder was not, as In most states, a residual category. Rather, It was 
specially defined as a killing with design but without premeditation and 
deliberation. The statutory scheme would therefore have been nulllfled If 
deliberation were construed to mean only design. See B. Cardozo, What 
Medicine Can Do for Law, In Law and Literature and Othl!r Essays and 
Addresses 70, 99-100 (1931); People v. Zackowitz, 254 N.Y. 192, 194-95, 
172 N.E. 466, 467 (1930). There were reversals of convictions on the ground 
that the defendant was too distraught to have deliberated, notwithstanding 
sufficient time. See, e. g., People v. Caruso, 246 N.Y. 437, 159 N.E. 390 
(1927); People v. rJorentlno, 197 N.Y. 560, 91 N.E. 195 (1910); People v. 
Barberi, 149 N.Y. 256, 43 N.E. 635 (1896). Such decisions were exception
al, however. If the jury had been Instructed that It must find that there 
was In fact some deliberation, a first-degree verdict almost certainly would 
have been upheld. 

5& See Fisher v. United States, 328 U.S. 463 (1946). 

eo B. Cardo.to, What Medicine Can Do for Law, In Law and Literature and 
Other Essays and Addresses 70, 99-100 (1931). 
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meaning, they suggest a plan or design conceived well in ad
vance of the homicidal act. Under this view, a significant 
lapse of time between Initial determination to kill and the 
act of killing would be the critical evldentiary fact. When 
this distinction Is used to define capital murder, It probably 
rests on the premise that there exists some dependable rela
tion between the duration of reflection and the gravity of 
the offense. Crudely put, the judgment is that the person 
who plans ahead is worse than the person who kills on sud
den Impulse. This generalization does not, however, survive 
analysis. 

It seems clear that the deliberation standard ought to 
exclude from the capital category cases where the homi
cide Is committed under the influence of an extreme mental 
or emotional disturbance produced by causes that give rise 
to proper sympathy for the defendant. But lnsof ar as this 
Is the objective to be sought, It is accomplished by the pro
vision for a reduction to manslaughter in Section 210.-
3 (l) (b) in cases of "extreme mental or emotional distur
bance for which there ls reasonable explanation or excuse." 
Given this recognition of the role of mental or emotion
al disturbance, the case for a mitigated sentence on con
viction of murder does not depend on a distinction between 
impulse and deliberation. Prior reflection may reveal the 
uncertainties of a tortured conscience rather than excep
tional depravity. The very fact of a long internal struggle 
may be evidence that the homicidal Impulse was deeply 
aberrational and far more the product of extraordinary cir
cumstances than a true reflection of the actor's normal char
acter. Thus, for example, one suspects that most mercy 
killings are the consequence of long and careful delibera
tion, but they are not especially appropriate cases for im
position of capital punlshm~nt. The same is likely to be 
true with respect to suicide pac~, many inf antlcldes, and 
cases where a provocation gains in its explosive power as 
the actor broods about his injury.•1 

It also seems clear, moreover, that some purely impulsive 
murders will present no extenuating circumstance. The 
suddenness of the killing may simply reveal callousness so 
complete and depravity so extreme that no hesitation ls re
quired. As Stephen put the point long ago: 

01 See, e.g., State v. Gounaglas, 88 Wash. 304, 153 P. 9 (1915). 
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As much cruelty, as much indifference to the life of 
others, a disposition at least as dangerous to society, 
probably even more dangerous, is shown by sudden as by 
premeditated murders. The following cases appear to 
me to set this in a clear light. A man passing along the 
road, sees a boy sitting on a bridge over a deep river 
and, out of mere wanton barbarity, pushes him into it 
and so drowns him. A man makes advances to a girl 
who repels him. He deliberately but instantly cuts her 
throat. A man clvllly asked to pay a just debt pre· 
tends to get the money, loads a rifle and blows out his 
creditor's brains. In none of these cases is there pre
meditation unless the word is used in a sense as unnat
ural as 'aforethought' in 'malice aforethought,' but each 
represents even more diabolical cruelty and ferocity 
than that which is involved in murders premeditated in 
the natural sense of the word.62 

A similar argument was advanced by the Home Office in 
testimony submitted to the Royal Commission on Capital 
Punishment: 

Among the worst murders are some which are not pre
meditated, such as murders committed in connection 
with rape, or murders committed by criminals who are 
interrupted in some felonious enterprise and use vio
lence without premeditation, but with a reckless disre
gard of the consequences to human life. 
There are also many murders where the killing is clear· 
ly intentional, unlawful and unaccompanied by any mit
igating circumstances, but where there is no evidence 
to show whether there was or was not premeditntlon.63 

In short, the notion that prior reflection should distinguish 
capital from non-capital murder Is fundamentally unsound. 

Even graver objections apply to the alternative basis of 
capital murder under the Pennsylvania formulation-homi
cide committed in the perpetration or attempted perpetra
tion of specified felonies. The felony-murder rule premises 
liability for murder on the underlying felony and does not 
require proof of any culpability with respect to the homi
cide itself. Thus, this doctrine punishes as murder some 
homicides that are merely negligent and even some killings 

62 3 J, Step1'en, History of the Criminal Lnw 94 (1883). 

63 Royal Comm'n on Capital Punishment, Minutes of Evidence 12; Report, 
CMD. No. 8932, at 174-75 (1953). 
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that are truly accidental. Punishing some instances of felo· 
ny murder as a capital crime simply compounds the funda
mental llloglc and unfairness of this rule of strict llablllty.81 

(c) The Advent of Discretion. At common law, death 
was the exclusive and mandatory penalty for many crimes. 
The American colonies reduced the number of capital of
fenses but continued to impose a death sentence on every 
person convicted of specified felonies. Although the Penn· 
sylvanla reform narrowed the definition of capital murder, 
it did not alter the mandatory character of the sanction. 
Death remained the automatic penalty for all murder, or in 
many states first-degree murder, in every American jurls· 
diction untll 1838, when Tennessee introduced sentencing 
discretion in capital cases.611 Alabama and Louisiana quick· 
ly followed suit,86 and by the turn of the century, 23 Ameri· 
can jurisdictions had authorized discretionary imposition of 
capital punishment for the highest category of murder.81 

The origins of this idea are not altogether clear. The 
most obvious explanation ts that legislators, viewing manda
tory capital punishment against a background of increasing
ly widespread sentencing discretion in other contexts, slm· 
ply thought the reform better pollcy. Moreover, the move· 
ment toward discretion gained impetus from the refusal by 
juries to regard every instance of murder or of "deliberate 
and premeditated" homicide as an appropriate rase for the 
death penalty. Many killings plainly within any ordinary 
construction of the offense seemed equally clearly not to 
warrant the ultimate sanction. In such cases, juries balked 
at conviction of the capital offense. In some circumstances, 
this exercise of unauthorized discretion resulted in convlc· 

8' For a more detailed discussion of the felony.murder rule, see Comment 
6 to Section 210.2 supra. 

83 Tenn.Laws 1837-38, Act of June 10, 1838, ch. 29. 

86 Ala.Penal Code of 1841, Act of Jan. 9, 1841, ch. 3, D I; La.Acts 1846, 
Act of June 1, 1846, No. 139, 

87 Tennessee (1838), Alabama (1841), Louisiana (1846), Texas (1858), Geor· 
gla (1861 and 1866), Illinois (1867), Minnesota (1868), West Virginia (1870), 
Florida (1872), Mississippi (1872), Kentucky (1873), Callfomla (1874), Utah 
Territory (1876), Iowa (1878), Indiana (1881), Dakota Territory (1883), Arlzo· 
na Territory (1885), Oklahoma Territory (1890), Nebraska (1893), South Car· 
olina (1894), the United States (1897), Ohio (1898), and Alaska (1899). See 
Brief for the United States as Am!cus Curiae, App. B, In McGautha v. Call· 
fomla, 402 U.S. 183 (1971). 
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tion of a lesser offense, but it sometimes led to outright ac
quittal. Thus, in large part, the introduction of discretion 
reflected an effort to avoid jury nullification.68 

Additionally, it has been suggested that the advent of dis
cretionary sentencing in capital cases was a triumph of ear
ly movements to abolish the death penalty altogether.00 

Agitation for abolition of capital punishment flourished in 
the three decades immediately preceding the Civil War, 
waned in the aftermath of that bloody conflict, and revived 
again in the last third of the nineteenth century.70 Al
though the reformers secured total abolition in only a few 
states,71 their activities undoubtedly contributed to a fur
ther reduction in the number of capital offenses and to the 
elimination of death as a mandatory punishment for mur
der. But while abolitionists may have welcomed discretion
ary sentencing as a step in the right direction, they must 
also have recognized that it made attainment of their ulti
mate goal more remote. During the course of the nine
teenth century, six states substantially ended capital 
punishment. 72 Prior to abolition, none of these jurisdictions 
had authorized sentencing discretion; each moved to aboll
tion from a mandatory death penalty for murder. Subse
quently two of these states reinstated that sanction on a dis
cretionary basis.73 On the other hand, no state allowing 
jury discretion in capital cases acted to eliminate the death 

es H. Bedau, The Death Penalty In America 27 (rev. ed. 1967). Cf. Mack· 
ey, The lnutllity of Mandatory Capital Punishment: An Historical Note, 54 
B.U.L. Rev. 32 (1974): H. Kalven & H. Zelsel, The American Jury 306-12 
(1966). 

eo E. g., Furman v. Georgia, 408 U.S. 238, 339 (1972) (Marshall, J., con
curring). 

70 Davis, The Movement to Abolish Capital Punishment in America, 1787-
1861, 63 Am.Hist.Rev. 23 (1957); Filler, Movements to Abolish the Death 
Penalty in the United States, 284 Annals 124 (1952). 

71See Furman v. Georgia, 408 U.S. 238, 372 (1972) (App. 1 to opinion of 
Marshall, J,, concurring), 

72 Id. In order of date of abolition, these states were: Michigan (1847), 
Rhode Island (1852), Wisconsin (1853), Iowa (1872), Maine (1876), and Colo
rado (1897). Brief for United States as Amicus Curiae, App. B, In McGautha 
v. California, 402 U.S. 183 (1971). 

73 In order of date of reinstatement, these states were: Iowa (1878) and 
Colorado (19Cil). Brief for United States as Amicus Curiae, App. B, In Mc· 
Gautha v. Callfomla, 402 U.S. 183 (1971). 
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penalty until Minnesota did so in 1911.1' In short, introduc
tion of jury discretion in capital cases was not so much a 
prelude to abolltion as it was an alternative. For that rea
so11, the shift toward discretionary sentencing undoubtedly 
had retentionist as well as abolitionist support. 

In any event, the movement continued in the twentieth 
century as 23 additional jurisdictions abandoned mandatory 
death sentences for murder.15 By 1959, when the Model 
Code provision on capital punishment was drafted, only the 
District of Columbia retained a mandatory death penalty 
for murder. This last vestige of the common-law heritage 
was removed in 1962,18 As of that date, mandatory death 
penaltles existed in the United States only under laws pun
ishing murder or assault with a deadly weapon by a llfe
term prisoner 11 and under a handful of obscure statutes 
lacking any history of enforcement.18 As is elaborated 
below,10 a number of states revived the mandatory death 
penalty following the Supreme Court's decision in Furman v. 
Georgia,80 but it seems plain that these actions represented 
an attempt to accommodate the constitutional constraints 
announced in those opinions rather than a wholly voluntary 

14 Furman v. Georgia, 408 U.S. 238, 372 (1972) (App. 1 to opinion of 
Marshall, J., concurring). Minnesota had adopted discretionary sentencing 
In capital cases in 1868. Minn.Gen.Laws 1868, ch. 88. 

111 These jurisdictions, In order of Introduction of sentencing discretion for 
capital murder, Include: Colorado (1901), New Hampshire (1903), Missouri 
(1907), Montana (1907), Vermont (1910), Idaho (1911), Nevada (1911), Virgin
ia (1914), Arkansas (1915), Wyoming (1915), Maryland (1916), New Jersey 
(1916), Delaware (1917), Washington (1919), Oregon (1920), Pennsylvania 
(1925), Kansas (1935), New York (1937), New Mexico (1939), North Carolina 
(1949), Connecticut (1951), Massachusetts (1951), and Hawaii (1955). Brief 
for United States as Amlcus Curiae, App. B, In McGautha v. California, 402 
U.S. 183 (1971). 

18 D.C. Act of Mar. 22, 1962, Pub.L. 87-423, I 1, 76 Stat. 46. 

11 Cai. I 4500 (the California Supreme Court by implication held I 4500 
to be unconstitutional when It determined the death penalty to be cruel and 
unusual punishment, see People v. Anderson, 6 Cal.3d 628, 100 Cal.Rptr. 152, 
493 P.2d 880, cert. denied, 406 U.S. 958 (1972)): R.I. I 11-23-2; Wash. 
0 9A.32.045(2). The Rhode Island provision was expanded In 1973 to Im
pose capital punishment for murder committed by any Inmate of a state 
adult correctional Institution. 1973 R.I.Pub.Laws (Ex.Sess.), ch. 280, I 1. 

78 See H. Bedau, The Death Penalty In America 47 (rev.ed.1967). 

1e See Comment 12 Infra. 

ao 408 U.S. 238 (1972). 
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reversion to prior policy. Indeed, the plurallty opinion in 
Woodson v. North Oarolina, recognized as much in declin· 
lng to give weight to post-Furman enactments as support for 
the argument that the mandatory death penalty was consti
tutional. 81 

The introduction of discretionary sentencing in capital 
cases solved some problems but created others. It obvlutec1 
jury nullif lcatlon in capital cases, and it contributed to a 
general moderation of the societal approach toward the 
death penalty. In some ways, however, discretionary sen· 
tencing became a mask obscuring the underlying problems 
in the administration of capital punishment. As of 1959, 
none of the statutes authorizing sentence of death for murder 
provided standards to guide the determination whether to 
impose that penalty.82 Discretion always includes the possi
billty of abuse, and discretion that is neither disciplined nor 
informed by lntelllgible standards is all the more likely to be 
exercised on unacceptable bases. Moreover, ad hoc deci
sion-making tends to undermine consistency and predictabil
ity of result. The lack of consistency across cases gives rise 
to an argument of unfairness in every instance in which the 
death penalty ls actually imposed, and the absence of any 
predictable basis for invoking the sanction tends to vitiate 
any deterrent impact that it might otherwise exert. 

5. The Model Oode Approach. For reasons explained In the 
preceding commentary, the Model Code does not follow the de
gree structure used by prior law to determine the category of 
capital murder. A system of wholly unguided discretion Is also 
rejected. Instead, Section 210.6 attempts a more informative 
delineation of the instances of murder to which the death penal
ty should be confined, if its use in any circumstances is admit
ted. 

The starting point ls to ask whether the crime of murder in
cludes any identifiable class of cases for which the death penal
ty should be mandatory. Some states have maintained automat
ic capital punishment for murder or assault with intent to kill 

8I The opinion noted that "it seems evident that the post·Furman enact· 
ments reflect attempts by the States to retain the death penalty In a form 
consistent with the Constitution, rather than a renewed societal acceptance 
of mandatory death sentencing." 428 U.S. at 298 (1976). 

si: H. Kalven & H. Zeise!, The American Jury 435 (1966). See Knowlton, 
Problems o/ Jury Discretion in Capital Cases, 101 U.Pa.L.Rev. 1099 (1953). 
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by a llfe-term prlsoner.83 The apparent rationale is that a per
son in such circumstance has nothing else to lose; consequently, 
any lesser sanction must necessarily prove ineffective to deter 
such conduct. But even granting the force of this argument 
generally, it is the threat of capital punishment that is Indicated, 
not its actual imposition in every case. Factors relating to the 
mental or emotional capacity of the individual or to the pecullar 
circumstances surrounding a given crime may call for mitigation 
in this context as in any other, despite the marginal diminution 
of deterrence that may thereby be achieved. The Model Code 
therefore recognizes no class of cases for which mandatory capi
tal punishment is authorized. 

On the other hand, there is at least one class of murder for 
which the death sentence should never be Imposed. This situa
tion is murder by juveniles. The Institute believes that civilized 
societies will not tolerate the spectacle of execution of children, 
and this opinion is confirmed by the American experience in pun
ishing youthful offenders.84 Subsection (1) (d) therefore ex
cludes the possibility of capital punishment where the actor was 
under 18 years of age at the time of the homicide. Of course, 
any bright line of this sort is somewhat arbitrary, and many ju
venlles of lesser years have the physical capabilities and mental 
ingenuity to be extremely lethal. The Institute debated a mo
tion to lower the age of exclusion to 14 but rejected that propos
al on the ground that, however dangerous some children may be, 
the death penalty should be reserved for mature adults.811 It 
should also be noted that 18 Is the limit of juvenile court juris
diction cont~mplated in Section 4.10 of the Code. A more diffi
cult issue is the choice between an absolute bar of capital pun
ishment, as provided in Subsection (1) (d), and mere considera
tion of youth as a mitigating circumstance, as Indicated in 
Subsection (4) (h). The Institute defeated a motion to delete 
the former provision altogether and relegate the offender's age 
to evaluation as one of several mitigating factors.so This deci
sion reflects the view that no juvenile should be executed. 

Subsection (1) also excludes the death penalty In three other 
contexts. Subsection (1) (c) forbids consideration of a death 
sentence where "the defendant, with the consent of the prosecut-

83 See note 77 supra. 
84 See H. Bedau, The Death Penalty in America 52-56 (rev.ed.1967). 

85 ALI Proceedings 157 (1959). 

88 Jd. at 156. 
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lng attorney and the approval of the Court, pleaded guilty to 
murder as a felony of the first degree." Imposition of capital 
punishment in spite of such an understanding would amount to 
an obviously intolerable breach of faith by the public 
authorltles.81 Additionally, Subsection (1) (e) precludes capital 
punishment where "the defendant's physical or mental condition 
calls for leniency." This language refers to the defendant's con· 
dltion at sentencing rather than any mitigating factor that may 
have existed at the time of the crime. It deals with the unusual 
case of the defendant with a terminal illness or with some catas· 
trophic physical impairment. In such instances, it may be 
thought that f.1:1te's judgment on the defendant Is punishment 
enough and consequently that lt is unnecessary for the state to 
carry out an execution in a particularly gruesome context. Fi· 
nally, Subsection (1) (f) excludes the death sentence where the 
evidence of gullt, although sufficient to sustain the verdict, 
"does not foreclose all doubt respecting the defendant's gullt." 
This provision Is an accommodation to the lrrevocablllty of the 
capital sanction. Where doubt of gullt remains, the opportunity 
to reverse a conviction on the basis of new evidence must be pre
served, and a sentence of death is obviously inconsistent with 
that goal. 

The original draft of this section also would have excluded the 
posslbllity of capital punishment ln cases where 11the defendant 
has previously been sentenced to death for the same crime and 
his conviction and sentence set aside." 88 The argument in favor 
of this proposal was set forth in the Comme!'lts to Tentative 
Draft 9: 

[W]e think that there ls special cruelty ln repeated trials 
for :i.ife, with prisoners moved in and out of death cells as 
the judgments change. We would not argue for the British 
practice of excluding a re-trial, but we believe it reasonable 
to Insist that when a capital charge Is pressed, the prosecu
tion prevail without error at the trial. If this results in 
more restraint ln the conduct of capital trials, that certainly 
wlll be a galn.89 

81 Indeed, under recent decisions such a breach of faith would likely be 
unconstitutional. Cf. Santobello v. New York, 404 U.S. 257 (1971). No 
problem appears to arise under United States v. Jackson, 390 U.S. 570 
(1968). The Model Code provision simply recognizes the practice of plea· 
bargaining In the capital context. See Brady v. United States, 397 U.S. 742 
(1970), See also Lockett v. Ohio, 438 U.S. 586, 613-19 (1978) (Blackmun, J,, 
concurring In part and concurring In the Judgment). 

88 MPC I 201.6(l)(f), T.D. 9, at 59 (1959). 

89 Id, at 71. 
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This suggestion won favor in the Advisory Committee and in the 
Council but was rejected by the Institute.00 There it was argued 
that an appellate court, in reviewing a case in which the death 
penalty had been imposed, would be reluctant to reverse for al
leged trial errors if it knew that the sentence could not be reim-

' posed on retrial. This view persuaded a majority of the Institute 
to delete this exclusion from tbe draft. 

Apart from these special situations, the Institute agrees with 
the Royal Commission on Capital Punishment that 11there are 
not in fact two classes of murder but an infinite variety of of
fenses which shade off by degrees from the most atrocious to 
the most excusable." 01 As the Royal Commission further ex
plained, "the factors which determine whether the sentence of 
death is the appropriate penalty in particular cases are too com
plex to be compressed within the limits of a simple formula." 89 

It is, however, within the realm of possibility to identify the 
main circumstances of aggravation and mitigation that should 
be weighed and weighed against each. other when they are 
presented in a concrete case. 

The discussion in the Advisory Committee reflected a strong 
sentiment in favor of tighter controls on the discretionary judg
ment, the pro~osal having the most support calling for proof of 
at least one cf the enumerated aggrav.itions to justify a capital 
sentence. This might be achieved by constructing a class of cap
ital murder, subject to a discretionary death sentence, which 
lists the aggravating factors in Section 210.6(3) as part of the 
definition of the offense. Such an approach has the disadvan
tage, however, of according disproportionate significance to the 
enumeration of aggravating circumstances when what is ration
ally necessary is the balancing of any aggravation against any 
mitigation that appear. The object sought is better attained by 
requiring a finding that an aggravating circumstance is estab
lished and a finding that there is no substantial mitigating cir
cumstance. Put in this way, the exclusion of cases where there 
is no aggravating circumstance is accomplished but the concept 
of a final judgment based upon a balancing of aggravations and 
of mitigations is maintained. This approach met the views of 
the Advisory Committee and was approved by the Council and 
the Institute.e3 

oo ALI Proceedings 168 (1959). 

01 Royal Comm'n on Capital Punishment, Report, CMD. No. 8932, at 174 
(1953). 

89Jd. 

03 ALI Proceedings 152, 170 (1959). 
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6. Ingredients of the Capital Judgment. Under Subsection 
(1) (a) the court is directed to sentence for a first-degree felo
ny, without conducting any further proceeding, if it is satisfied 
that none of the aggravating circumstances \vas established by 
the evidence at the trial or will be established if a further pro-

' ceeding on the issue of the death sentence is initiated. Thus, if 
no aggravating circumstance appears from the evidence and the 
prosecuting attorney does not propose to prove one in the sub· 
sequent proceeding, sentence of imprisonment will be imposed. 
On the other hand, if an aggravating factor appears to exist 
or might be proved, a separate proceeding is to be conducted, 
as described below. It is appropriate at this point, however, 
to consider the substance of the aggravating factors that are 
deemed sufficient to warrant the sentence of death, bearing in 
mind that it is a balanced judgment of one or more of these fac· 
tors against any mitigation that constitutes the ultimate deci· 
sion. The substance of the mitigating factors prescribed by 
Subsection ( 4) will also be considered at this point. 

(a) Aggravating Factors. Subsection (3) specifies the 
aggravating circumstances that should be considered in de
termining whether to impose the capital sanction in a par
ticular case. Paragraph (a) recognizes the need for a spe
cial deterrent to homicide by convicts under sentence of im
prisonment. Especially where the prisoner has no immedi
ate prospect of release in any event, the threat of furthe:-· 
imprisonment as the penalty for murder may well seem in
consequential. For that reason, the Model Code raises the 
possibility of capital punishment in such a case. Paragraph 
(b) deals with the defendant's past behavior as a circum
stance of aggravation. Perhaps the strongest popular de
mand for capital punishment arises where the defendant has 
a history of violence. Prior conviction of a felony involving 
violence to the person suggests two inferences supporting 
escalation of sentence: first, that the murder reflects the 
character of the defendant rather than any extraordinary as
pect of the situation, and second, that the defendant is like
ly to prove dangerous to life on some future occasion. 
Thus, prior conviction of a violent felony is included as a 
circumstance that may support imposition of the death pen
alty. Paragraphs (c) and (d) apply this rationale to two 
cases in which the contemporaneous conduct of the defend
ant is especially indicaUve of depravity and dangerousness. 
These are multiple murder and murder involving knowing 
creation of homicidal risk to many persons. In both in-
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stances, the defendant's contemporaneous behavior is not 
unlike the prior conduct specified as an aggravating factor 
in Paragraph (b). Paragraphs (e), (f), and (g) identify 
three further circumstances in which the death penalty 
should be considered. The first concerns murder committed 
in connection with designated felonies, each of which in
volves the prospect of violence to the person. Another such 
circumstance is murder for the purpose of preventing lawful 
arrest or escaping from lawful custody. The third is mur
der for pecuniary gain. Finally, Paragraph (h) states a re
sidual category of murder "especially heinous, atrocious or 
cruel, manifesting exceptional depravity." Of course, vir
tually every murder is heinous, but Paragraph (h) address
es the speeial case of a style of killing so indicative of utter 
depravity that imposition of the ultimate sanction should be 
considered. 

(b) Mitigating OircuWltances. Against these circum
stances of aggravation must be balanced the mitigating fac
tors specified in Subsection (4), as well as any other miti
gating evidence offered by the defendant. It ls importaht 
to note in this respect that the list of mitlgating factors 
provided in Subsection ( 4) is not exclusive. As developed 
in Comment 12(c) infra, the Supreme Court plurality in the 
Lockett decision held that it is constitutionally necessary to 
allow the defendant to proffer any aspect of his character 
or record or any circumstance of the offense in mitigation. 
The Model Code provision is consistent with this require
ment. Subsection (2) provides that the death penalty cannot 
be imposed unless at least one of the aggravating factors 
listed in Subsection (3) is found and it is further found "that 
there are no mitigating circumstances sufficiently substan
tial to cail for leniency." Though a list of potential mitigat
ing factors is provided, there is no language in the Model 
Code precluding the consideration of other factors raised by 
the defendant, and it is not intendt.'(:1 that the defendant be 
so precluded. It was the perception, however, that the capi
tal statute should provide a list of the types of considera
tions that might be regarded as relevant to withholding the 
capital penalty. 

Just as prior conviction of a felony involving violence is 
designated an aggravating circumstance, the absence of any 
significant history of prior criminal activity calls for miti
gation of sentence under Paragraph (a). The word "signif
icant" was inserted Into the tentative-draft formulation lest 
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a trivial and remote conviction be construed to bar consld· 
eratlon of an otherwise law-abiding life as a mitigating fac
tor. Another characteristic of the offender that cuts 
against the capital sanction ls youth. Subsection (1) (d) 
excludes the capital sanction altogether where the defendant 
was under 18 years of age at the time of the homicide. 
Above that age, the "youth" of the defendant may be con
sidered a factor of mltlgatlon as provided ln Paragraph (h) 
of Subsection ( 4) . 

Offender characteristics concerning mental condition are 
specified as mltlgatlng circumstances in Paragraphs (b) and 
(g). The former provision deals with imperfect provocation. 
Section 210.3(1) (b) reduces murder to manslaughter where 
the homicide ls committed "under the influence of extreme 
mental or emotional disturbance for which there ls reason
able explanation or excuse." In Paragraph (b) the Code rec· 
ognizes that, even where extreme emotional distress ls not 
subject to reasonable explanation or excuse, it may be 
weighed against imposition of the capital sanction. Gen· 
erally speaking, one who kllls ln a st.ate of extreme emotion
al disturbance ls not as blameworthy as one who murders 
while in normal control of his faculties. Paragraph (g) deals 
similarly with the insanity defense. Section 4.01(1) excludes 
criminal responsibility where the actor, as a result of mental 
disease or defect, "lacks substantial capacity either to ap
preciate the crlmlnallty [wrongfulness] of his conduct or to 
conform his conduct to the requirements of law." Because 
legal insanity results in acquittal, Section 4.01 requires a lack 
of "substantial" capacity before the defense ls made out. 
Some lesser impairment or incapacity may suffice to suggest 
that the death penalty should not be invoked. Additionally, 
Paragraph (g) encompasses mental impairment or incapaci· 
ty resulting from voluntary intoxication. 

Taken together, Paragraphs (b) and (g) movt1 toward the 
approach known ln many American jurisdictions as dimin· 
lshed or partial responsibillty. This doctrine treats emo
tional disturbance or defect as a grading factor ln the law 
of homicide. In California, where the idea has received its 
most elaborate articulation, diminished responsibility applies 
at two stages. Emotional disturbance or defect may pre
clude conviction of murder ln the f lrst degree. More serl· 
ous impairment reduces intentional homicide to manslaugh· 
ter, even though the circumstances do not satisfy the tradl· 
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tlonal requirements of the rule of provocation. The Califor
nia courts tend to explain these results as logical inferences 
from the definition of homicide offenses. Thus, intoxication 
and emotional instability are said In some Instances to pre
clude the "deliberation and premeditation" required for 
first-degree murder.9 j Greater Impairment is said to negate 
that "malice aforethought" that distinguishes murder from 
manslaughter.05 Statements of this sort are more nearly 
conclusions than explanations. They amount to sub Bilentio 
redefinition of "premeditation and deliberation" and "malice 
aforethought." The underlying point is that emotional dis
turbance or defect is relevant to the blameworthiness of the 
actor even where it does not negate formation of intent to 
kill. Thus, in California, intentional homicide may be flrst
degree murder, second-degree murder, or manslaughter, de
pending on the presence and severity of. P.motlonal disturb
ance or defect. The difference among these offenses turns not 
on the actor's state of mind (intent to kill In every case) but 
rather on the quality of that state of mind as an indicator of 
blameworthiness. 

Invocation of this doctrine to reduce murder to man
slaughter has not been widely followed in other American 
jurlsdlctlons.98 Most courts have adhered to the traditional 
view that intentional homicide is murder unless it was com
mitted in sudden heat of passion engendered by adequate 
provocation. On the other hand, a number of states have 
endorsed diminished responsibility as a basis for differen
tiating between the degrees of murder.07 This widespread 

IM People v. Wolff, 61 Cal.2d 795, 394 P.2d 959, 40 r.al.Rptr. 271 (1964). 

011 People v. Conley, 64 Cal.2d 310, 411 P.2d 911, 49 Cal.Rptr. 815 (1966). 

oe Decisions In at least five states have allowed serious emotional Impair· 
ment to reduce Intentional homicide to manslaughter. See People v. Conley, 
64 Cal.2d 310, 411 P.2d 911, 49 Cal.Rptr. 815 (1966); State v. Santiago, 516 
P.2d 1256, 55 Haw. 162 (1973); State v. Nichols, 3 Ohio App.2d 182, 209 
N.E.2d 750, 32 0.0.2d 271 (1965); State v. Schlelgh, 210 Ore. 155, 310 P.2d 
341 (1957); State v. Green, 78 Utah 580, 6 P.2d 177 (1931). 

01 Reported decisions In 20 states and the District of Columbia have al· 
lowed "diminished responsibility" to reduce first-degree to second-degree 
murder. See People v. Gorshen, 51 Cal.2d 716, 336 P.2d 492 (1959); Ingles v. 
People, 92 Colo. 518, 22 P.2d 1109 (1933); Andersen v. State, 43 Conn. 514 
(1876); United States v. Brawner, 153 App.D.C. I, 471 F.2d 969 (1972); State 
v. Santiago, 55 Haw. 162, 516 P.2d 1256 (1973); State v. Gramenz, 256 
Iowa 134, 12a N.W.2d 285 (1964); State v. Anderson, 515 S.W.2d 534 (Mo. 
1974); Washington v. State, 165 Neb. 275, 85 N.W.2d 509 (1957); Fox v. 
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acceptance springs from the recognition that the 11dellbera
tion and premeditation" formula used to define f lrst-degree 
murder only makes sense if it is construed as an essentially 
subjective inquiry into degrees of blameworthiness or moral 
turpltude.98 Consideration of emotional disturbance or de
fect ls consistent with that understanding. As explained 
earlier, the Model Code eliminates degrees of murder, in 
part because of the perception that "dellberation and pre· 
meditation" ls a particularly wooden and opaque standard 
for determining who may be subject to the capital sanction. 
The Code, however, continues to recognize the relevance of 
emotional distress or mental impairment at the time of the 
crime as a mltlgating factor in assessing whether the death 
penalty ls appropriate in a given case. Paragraphs (b) and 
(g) accomplish that result in terms derived from the Model 
Code formulations of provocation and insanity and are in· 
eluded here in order to provide an integrated and system· 
atlc scheme for evaluating the effect of mental or emotional 
abnormality in the law of homicide. 

Additional paragraphs in Subsection (4) focus on circum
stances surrounding commission of the homicide as factors 
of mitigation. Paragraph (c) addresses the case where the 
victim is partially responsible for his own death. This cir
cumstance obtains chiefly in two kinds of situations. First, 
there are occasions in which the defendant and his victim 
are engaged jointly in an activity highl~r dangerous to each. 
If each person's participation depends upon the cooperation 
of the other, a murder conviction may lie for the death of 
one actor, even though both share responsibility. An exam
ple may be the case of Russian roulette, at least where the 
defendant actually fires the shot that kills his partner.99 A 

State, 73 Nev. 241, 316 P.2d 924 (1957); State v. DI Paolo, 34 N.J. 279, 168 
A.2d 401, cert. denied, 368 U.S. 880 (1961); State v. Padilla, 66 N.M. 289, 
347 P.2d 312 (1959); People v. Moran, 249 N.Y. 179, 163 N.E. 553 (1928); 
State v. Cooper, 286 N.C. 549, 213 S.E.2d 305 (1975); State v. Adln, 7 
Ohio Dec. Reprint 25, 1 W.L.Bull. 38 (1876); State v. Wallace, 170 Ore. 60, 
131 P.2d 222 (1942); Commonwealth v. Walzack, 468 Pa. 210, 360 A.2d 914 
(1976); State v. Fenlk, 45 R.I. 309, 121 A. 218 (1923); State v. Green, 78 
Utah 580, 6 P.2d 177 (1931); Dejarnette v. Commonwealth, 75 Va. 867 
(1881); Hempton v. State, 111 Wis. 127, 86 N.W. 596 (1901); State v. Pres
sler, 16 Wyo. 214, 92 P. 806 (1907). See Annot., 22 A.L.R.3d 1228 §§ 7 and 8 
(1968). 

98 B. Cardozo, What Medicine Can Do for Law, In Law and Literature and 
Other Essays and Addresses, 70, 99-100 (1931). 

99 E. g., Commonwealth v. Malone, 354 Pa. 180, 47 A.2d 445 (1946). 
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second situation within the scope of Paragraph (c) is the 
true mercy killing. There the defendant's homicidal act 
may not have occurred had the victim not consented to it. 
In either of these contexts, the conduct of the victim in 
bringing about his own death deserves consideration as a 
mitigating factor in assigning a death sentence. 

Paragraph (e) covers the situation where the actor "was 
an accomplice in a murder committed by another person 
and his participation in the homicidal act was relatively mi
nor." In such a case, the defendant's personal responsibility 
for the homicide, although sufficient to support conviction, 
may be attenuated. A similar situation is covered by Para
graph (f), which addresses the case of a person who kills 
under duress or under the domination of another. Section 
2.09 provides a defense where the actor is compelled to en
gage in criminal conduct by force or threat of force 
"which a person of reasonable firmness in his situation 
would have been unable to resist." Where the coercion is 
directed toward homicide, the compulsion required to over
come the resistance of a person of reasonable firmness must 
be very considerable. A weak or impressionable person 
who yields to lesser coercion has no defense to liability for 
murder, but he is entitled under Paragraph (f) to have the 
circumstances of his act considered in mitigation of sen
tence. 

Finally, Paragraph (d) specifies as a mitigating factor 
the defendant's belief in a "moral justification or extenua
tion for his conduct." Of course, the actor has a complete 
defense if the homicide is justified under the terms of Arti
cle 3 of the Code. Paragraph (d) concerns the different 
question of an idiosyncratic belief in a .;1oral basis for homi
cide. The purpose of this provision is chiefly to call for 
mitigation of sentence where the actor kills from an argua
bly humane motive. Thus, for example, one who kills only 
in order to put a helpless invalid out of his misery may in
voke Paragraph (d) in opposition to a death sentence. The 
Code does not legitimate euthanasia, but it does recognize 
that the person who commits such an act is not morally 
equivalent to one who kills for personal gain or satisfaction. 
Construed literally, Paragraph (d) also seems to call for 
mitigation of sentence in cases of quite a different sort. 
The assassin who kills in furtherance of political ideology 
may well assert some kind of moral justification for his con-
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duct. The sense of Paragraph (d) ls that consideration of 
this claim should not be excluded, but lt ls also expected 
that the impact of the defendant's aberrational belief will be 
discounted by the extravagance of its departure from socie
tal norms. 

7. Oaurt or Jury as the Organ of Discretion. If a sentence 
of imprisonment ls not imposed by the court under Subsection 
(1), a further proceeding must be initiated to determine wheth· 
er a sentence of death should be imposed. As described above, 
this proceeding will call for a balance of aggravating and miti· 
gating factors and will not permit the imposition of a sentence 
of death unless an aggravating circumstance as listed in Subsec
tion (3) has been found and no overriding mitigation is found to 
exist. 

The next issue to be faced is where the ultimate discretionary 
decision involving this balance of factors ls to be made. The de
cision may be lodged in the court, in the jury, or in the joint 
judgment of court and jury. Prevalllng law at the time the 
Model Code was drafted generally vested discretion in the jury, 
unless trial of guilt was to the court sitting alone, the defendant 
pleaded guilty, or both prosecution and defense waived jury trial 
on sentencing.100 The jury's determination was usually binding 
on the court, though some jurisdictions allowed the judge to dis
regard jury recommendations.101 

100 Royal Comm'n on Capital Punishment Report, CMD. No. 8932, at 174 
(1953). 

101 As of 1959, a jury recommendation was not binding on the court In Utah 
or South Dakota, except that In South Dakota a jury recommendation of mer· 
cy was binding. See MPC § 201.6, T.D. 9, App. D, at 125 (1959). South Dakota 
has since abolished the death penalty, 1976 S.D.Sess.Laws, ch. 158 § 16-9, 
and Utah has adopted a statute which removes the court's sentencing discre
tion in jury trials. Utah § 76-3-207(2). Only a few of the discretionary 
sentencing statutes adopted In response to Furman allowed the court to dis· 
regard a unanimous jury determination of sentence, and most contained ex· 
pllclt mandatory language, e. g., Tex.Code Crlm.Proc. art. 37.071(e): "If the 
jury returns an affirmative finding on each issue submitted under this artl· 
cle, the court shall sentence the defendant to death.'' By contrast, the Flori· 
da statute, upheld in Proffitt v. Florida, 428 U.S. 242 (1976), provides that 
the jury shall "render an advisory sentence to the court" and that the court 
"[n]otwlthstandlng the recommendation of a majority of the jury" may then 
sentence the defendant to death or life Imprisonment. Fla. § 921.141(2), 
(3). A revision of the Kentucky statute, approved after Proffitt (Dec. 22, 
1976), follows the Florida statutory scheme and provides that the jury shall 
"recommend a sentence" but that the sentence Is to be fixed by the court. 
Ky. § 532.025\l)(b). While the Florida and Kentucky statutes empower the 
judge to Impose a sentence of death despite a jury recommendation of mer· 
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After extensive debate at the 1959 meeting, the Institute de
cided to set forth alternative resolutions of this questlon.102 The 
first version of Subsection (2) requires that, absent waiver of 
jury trial for guilt or sentencing, the jury should play a role in 
determining whether to impose the capital sanction. The jury's 
discretion under this scheme ls not unlimited. Under Subsection 
(1), the court has both power and duty to exclude consideration 
of the death penalty where it is clear that some condition call
ing for leniency has been established. Moreover, the first ver
sion of Subsection (2) empowers the court to impose a life sen
tence on completion of the supplemental sentencing proceeding, 
notwithstanding a jury recommendation of death. Thus, the 
court may withhold consideration of the death penalty from the 
jury, or it may override a jury decision in favor of death. The 
court may not, however, Impose the capital sanction without 
concurrence by the jury. This system of joint decision by judge 
and jury has been used for some time in a few states.103 

The alternative formulation of Subsection (2) vests discretion 
in the court alone. The arguments in favor of this solution may 
be summarized as follows. Judicial determinations would proba
bly be less emotional or prejudiced than those of juries, and the 
continuity of judicial personnel would promote equity and con
sistency in death penalty determinations. Moreover, courts may 
be persuaded to give reasons for their decisions, a development 
that would enhance rationality and responsibility and facilitate 
appellate review. These arguments have not, however, met with 
widespread acceptance. The practice of court imposition of the 
death penalty without jury participation has little precedent in 
the American experience.'°' 

cy, both statutes require the court in such cases to designate the aggravat· 
Ing circumstances It has fo·md. Fla. § 782.04(3); Ky. § 532.025(9). Both of 
these states provide for automatic review of all death sentences by the state 
supreme court, which has authority to vacate the sentence. Fla. § 921.14 
(4); Ky. §§ 532.075(1), (5). 

103 Md. art. 27, § 413; Ill. ch. 38, § l-7(c). Currently sentence is deter-
103 Md. art. 27, § 413; Ill. ch. 38, § I-7(c). Presently sentence is deter

mined in Maryland by the trier of fact, Md. art. 27, § 413(b), and in Illinois 
by a majority of a three-judge panel, Ill. ch. 38, § 1005-8-lA. The prevail
ing practice at the time the Model Code was under consideration was to 
leave the decision to the discretion of the jury. A state-by-state summary Is 
provided In MPC § 201.6, T.D. 9, App. D, at 121-25 (1959). See also Knowl
ton, Problems of Jury Discretion in Capital Cases, IOI U.Pa.L.Rev. 1099 
(1953). 

104 But see 111. ch. 38, § 1005-8-lA (sentencing by a majority of a three
judge panel). Connecticut, Ohio, and Pennsylvania have also used multlple-
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The Advisory Committee and Council endorsed this alterna
tive formulation of Subsection (2). The Institute, however, de
cided against vesting the life-or-death choice exclusively in 
judges. Many legislators would resist such a change on the 
ground that imposition of the death penalty should reflect com
munity judgment rather than specialized· expertise. Additional
ly, many judges would oppose assumption of this new responsi
bility, as Engllsh judges consistently have. Finally, vesting dis
~retlon in the court alone may lead to unwarranted acquittals 
where the jury wishes to eliminate all possiblllty that a death 
sentence wlll be imposed. These certain sources of objection 
should not be invited in the absence of strong conviction that 
lodging exclusive sentencing discretion in the court would work 
some great improvement in the system.1011 A majority of the In
stitute remained doubtful on the issue and therefore voted to en
dorse joint decision-making by judge and jury. Because the 
question involves a close balance of competing perceptions of 
merit, the Code~ includes both formulations as acceptable solu
tions. 

8. Separate Proceeding to Determine Sentence. Systems 
providing for jury dlscreUon with respect to capital punishment 
confront an inescapable dllemma lf the jury ls required to im
pose sentence at the same Ume that it renders a verdict on gullt. 
Such information as prior criminal record of the accused may be 
important to choice of punishment yet highly prejudicial to de
termination of guilt. Either sentencing must be based on less 
than all the evidence relevant to that issue, or otherwise inad
missible evidence must be allowed in the trial on the ground that 
it contributes to an informed assessment of sentence. Contem
poraneous decision of both questions forces a choice between a 
solution that detracts from the rationality of the sentencing de
cision and one that threatens the fairness of the determination 
of guilt. Either choice is undesirable, and the second alternative 

judge panels, but only in guilty-plea cases. See MPC § 201.6, T.D. 9, at 73 
(1959); Id., App. D, at 121, 124. The Ohio statute described In Comment 
12(c) infra leaves the discretionary components of the death penalty to a sin· 
gle judge but requires that the jury find the existence of specified aggravat
ing factors. 

105 See the defense of jury discretion by Mr. Justice Frankfurter In testl· 
fylng before the Royal Commission on Capital Punishment, in which he ob· 
served: "l do not understand the view that juries· are not qualified to dis· 
crlmlnate between situations calling for mitigated sentences." Royal 
Comm'n on Capital Punls:.ment, Minutes of Evidence 583 (1950), reproduced 
In F. Frankfurter, Of Law and Men 87 (1956). 
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may well be unconstltutlonal.J011 Trial lawyers understandably 
have little confidence In the Intermediate solution of admitting 
such evidence and trusting an Instruction to limit Its considera
tion to sentencing rather than guilt.101 

The obvious solution was proposed by the Royal Commission 
on Capital Punishment and adopted by the Institute In Section 
210.6. It calls for a bifurcated proceeding with strict observance 
of the rules of evidence until the guilty verdict and subsequent 
consideration of all additional Information relevant to sentence. 
This solution is analogous to the procedure followed in a non
capltal case: after determination of guilt, the court conducts a 
separate inquiry before imposing sentence.108 This procedure 

100 Whether a unitary capital trial procedure Is constitutionally permissible 
Is once again an open question. In McGautha v. California, 402 U.S. 183 
(1971), the Court specifically rejected the claim that "the jury's Imposi
tion of the death sentence In the same proceedlnll and verdict as deter
mined the issue of guilt was constitutionally Impermissible." 402 U.S. at 
185. Yet In the 1976 death penalty cases, each of the statutes which sur
vived constitutional scrutiny provided for a bifurcated trial, but neither 
of the two Invalidated statutes contained this feature. Gregg v. Georgia, 
428 U.S. 153 (1976); Proffitt v. Florida, 428 U.S. 242 (1976); Jurek v. Texas, 
428 U.S. 262 (1976); Woodson v. North Carolina, 428 U.S. 280 (1976); Rob· 
erts v. Louisiana, 428 U.S. 325 (1976). Whether this distinction Is of con
stitutional stature Is not entirely clear. The plurality In Woodson held that 
In capital cases the eighth amendment "requires consideration of the char
acter and record of the lndlvldal offender and the circumstances of the par· 
tlcular offense as a constitutionally indispensable part of the process of 
Inflicting the penalty of death." 428 U.S. at 304. Although McGautha was 
not expressly overruled, arguably Woodson Is "squarely contrary" to Mc· 
Gautha on this point. 428 U.S. at 324 (Rehnquist, J., dissenting). 

101 For decisions confining the evidence to that otherwise admissible on 
guilt or Innocence, see, e. g., Commonwealth v. McNeil, 328 Mass. 436, 104 
N.E.2d 153 (1952); State v. Barth, 114 N.J.L. 112, 176 A. 183 (Ct.Err. & App. 
1935). For decisions granting wider latitude to assist the jury In the exer· 
clse of Its discretion, see, e. g., Commonwealth v. Parker, 294 Pa. 144, 143 A. 
904 (1928) (other crimes); Harris v. Commonwealth, 183 Ky. 542, 209 S.W. 
509 (1919) (drunkenness Insufficient to reduce the crime); Prather v. State, 14 
Okla.Crim. 327, 170 p, 1176 (1918) (defendant serving life sentence); Fletch· 
er v. People, 117 Ill. 184, 7 N.E. 80 (1886) (evidence of provocation insuffl· 
clent to reduce to manslaughter). A statute excluding evidence of other 
crimes, unless otherwise admissible on guilt or Innocence was held un
constitutional In Commonwealth v. DePofl, 362 Pa. 229, 66 A.2d 649, cert. 
denied, 338 U.S. 852 (1949). See also United States v. Price, 258 F.2d 918 
(3rd Cir. 1958). See generally Note, The Two-Trial System In Capital Cases, 
39 ~.Y.U.L.Rev. 50, 61 (1964): Knowlton, Problems of Jury Discretion in 
Capital Case11, IOI U.Pa.L.Rev. 1090 (1953). 

101 See Section 7.07 supra. 
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has long been followed In courts-martial for capital crimes and 
was adopted In California in 1957,109 

Except where capital punishment is excluded under Subsection 
(1), Subsection (2) of the Model Code provision requires a sepa
rate proceeding to determine whether a person convicted of 
murder should be punished for a felony of the first degree or 
sentenced to death. That proceeding will be held before the 
court alone or before court and jury, depending on whether the 
jury has a role in making the sentencing decision.110 In either 
event, evidence may be presented on any matter that the court 
deems relevant to sentence. Of course, the most critical matters 
are those specified as aggravating and mitigating circumstances 
in Subsections (3) and (4), but the court may also allow consid
eration of any additional information concerning the nature and 
circumstances of the crime or the defendant's character, back
ground, history, or mental or physical condition. Subsection (2) 
further provides that the ordinary mies of evidence shall not ap
ply to exclude evidence that the court "deems to have probative 
force." The prosecution may offer reports of pre-sentence in
vestigation of the defendant, subject to a fair opportunity for 
the defense counsel to rebut any hearsay statements. This 
means that the defense must be seasonably informed of·the fac
tual contents and conclusions of any report that will be used. 
Section 7.07 (5) of the Code adopts this safeguard for the use of 
pre-sentence reports generally.m 

Ordinarily, the separate sentencing proceeding will be held be
fore the same jury that determined guilt. This practice leads to 
an obvious economy in that evidence admitted in the first stage 
need not be repeated, There may be cases, however, where it is 
desirable to empanel a new jury for the sentencing proceeding, 
as, for example, where the trial jury is exhausted and quarrel
some after a long period of seclusion. Subsection (2) therefore 
gives the court power to call a new jury "for good cause shown." 
Arguably, of course, a juror's knowledge that he may not be in a 
position to control sentencing may induce him to hold out 

ioe Cal. D 190.l. 

uo See Comment 7 supra. 

m In Gardner v. Florida, 430 U.S. 349 (1977), the Supreme Court vacated 
on due process grounds a death sentence Imposed on the basis of a pre-sen
tence Investigation report, portions of which were not disclosed to defense 
counsel. See also Alford v. Florida, 307 So.2d 433 (Fla.1975), cert. denied, 
428 U.S. 912 (1976), reconsidered after Gardner, 355 So.2d 108 (Fla.), cert. 
denied, 429 U.S. 873 (1978) (Marshall and Brennan, JJ., dissenting). 
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against conviction even where liability is plain.m In practice, 
however, use of the trial jury is likely to be so common and pre
dictable that the bare possibility of empanelling a new jury will 
not create significant risk of nuliiflcation and unwarranted ac
quittal. 

It also should be noted that Subsection (2) explicitly provitle~ 
that both the prosecution and defense may present argument for 
or against sentence of death. No effort is made to prescribe a 
limitation on the arguments that may be made 113 in the view 
that this is not a problem that will yield to legislative formula
tion. The court must be relied upon to insure that the decencies 
prevail. 

Under Subsection (2) the jury must be instructed separately 
on the question of sentencing. Many prior statutes vesting dis
cretion in the jury provided no guidelines for the exercise of 
that discretion, and some courts interpretetl such laws to forbid 
judicial advice on the question of sentencing.114 Under the Mod-

m The ellmlnatlon of this risk is, Indeed, one of the virtues of the discre
tionary plan. If this risk Is deemed, as It may be, a point entitled to con
trolllng weight, the provision for another jury ought to be eliminated. As 
noted In the text, however, the problem Is llkciy to be largely theoretical 
since the same jury can be expected to be used virtually all of the time. 

113 The right to call upon the jury to fix sentence of death or of Imprison
ment Is almost universally acknowledged. See, e. g., Allen v. State, 187 Ga. 
178, 200 S.E. 109 (1938). See also Annot., 120 A.L.R. 502 (1939). There Is 
dispute, however, as to the scope of permissible argument. See, e. g., 
Hartfield v. State, 186 Miss. 75, 189 So. 530 (1939) (reversible error to 
argue that sentence should be death because defendant already serving llfe 
sentence). 

114 lnsofar as the law vested discretion In the jury at the time the Model 
Code was drafted, the statutes left open how It ought to be Instructed, stat
ing merely that the jury had "discretion," or that the "jury may decide," 
"jury may qualify," or "unless the jury qualifies." There was a division In 
the decisions as to what guidance the court could give. One group of juris
dictions, perhaps the larger, l:eld that the Jury should not be given any 
standards or advice, that the exercise of Its discretion was absolute and 
uncontrolled. See, e. g., State v. Bunk, 4 N.J. 461, 73 A.2d 249, cert. de
nied, 340 U.S. 839 (1950); State v. McMillan, 233 N.C. 630, 65 S.E.2d 212 
(1951) (jury must be Instructed that its discretion Is unbridled): Holmes v. 
State, 6 Okla.Crim. 541, 119 P. 430 (1911) (court properly refused re
quest to define "discretion"); Winston v. United States, 172 U.S. 303 
(1899) (error to Instruct that jury must find mitigating circumstances 
to render qualified verdict): cf. Commonwealth v. Wooding, 355 Pa. 
555, 50 A.2d 328 (1947). Other states held that the court could advise 
the jury. See, e. g., Commonwealth v. Zietz, 364 Pa. 294, 72 A.2d 
282 (1950) lcourt may express opinion as to sentence and point out 
facts bearing on penalty If it also reminds jury that It Is not bound by 
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el Code provision, jury discretion is constrained by law, and the 
court therefore must instruct the jury that it must find at least 
one of the aggravating circumstances specified in Subsection (3) 
and the absence of any mitigating factor "sufficiently substan
tial to call for leniency." The court may also give whatever as

.slstance is required In explaining the meaning of the various cir
cumstances of aggravation and mitigation. Beyond that, the 
matter rests In the collective judgment of the jurors. 

The Model Code also resolves the much disputed question 
whether the jury should be informed of the character of the al
ternative to the death penalty.1111 Subsection (2) provides that 
the court "shall inform the jury of the nature of the sentence of 
Imprisonment that may be Imposed, Including Its implication 
with respect to possible release upon parole, if the jury verdict is 
against sentence of death." The arguments in favor of this posi
tion are that an informed decision necessarily presupposes an 
awareness of alternatives and further that the jury will specu
late about the matter In any event. Explicit Instructions on the 
question will allow the court to put the possibility of eventual 

court's opinion); Commonwealth v. Foster, 364 Pa. 288, 72 A.2d 279 (1950); 
Howell v. State, 102 Ohio St. 411, 131 N.E. 706 (1921) (jury may be told to 
make its recommendation "in view of all the circumstances and facts leading 
up to and attending the alleged homicide"): State v. Caldwell, 135 Ohio St. 
424, 21 N.E.2d 343, 14 0.0. 320 (1939) (jury may be told not to consider socio
logical matters and environment so long as It is told to base its determination 
on the evidence). 

1111 For decisions holding that the court should refuse to comment on the 
posslblllty of parole, see, e. g., Thompson v. State, 203 Ga. 416, 47 S.E.2d 54 
(1948); State v. Conner, 241 N.C. 468, 85 S.E.2d 584 (1955); Commonwealth 
v. Johnson, 368 Pa. 139, 81 A.2d 569 (1951); Wansley v. Commonwealth, 205 
Ya. 412, 137 S.E.2d 865 (1964), cert. denied, 380 U.S. 922 (1965). For deci
sions sustaining such comment, see, e, g., People v. McGautha, 70 Cal.2d 
770, 452 P.2d 650, 76 Cal.Rptr. 434 (1969), aff'd, 402 U.S. 183 (1971) (trial 
court should inform jury In general terms that life imprisonment can result 
in parole); People v. Barclay, 40 Cal.2d 146, 252 P.2d 321 (1953) ("to aid 
the jury in fixing punishment . . . , the Court may instruct the jury 
as to the consequences of the different penalties that may be Imposed so 
that an Intelligent decision may be made"); State v. Molnar, 133 N.J.L. 327, 
44 A.2d 197 (Ct.Err. & App.1945); State v. Meyer, 163 Ohio St. 279, 126 N.E. 
2d 585, 56 0.0. 256 (1955); Phillips v. State, 92 So.2d 627 (Fla.1957). As of 
1968, a majority of jursidlctions had adopted the "no comment" rule. See 
Annot., 35 A.L.R.2d 769, 775-80 (1968). 

As to the permissibility of comment by the prosecutor, see, e. g., People v. 
Reese, 47 Cal.2d 112, 301 P.2d 582 (1956), cert. denied, 355 U.S. 929 (1958) 
(permitting comment); cf. Lee v. Alabama, 265 Ala, 623, 93 So.2d 757 (1957). 
Contra, e. g., State v. Dockery, 238 N.C. 222, 77 S.E.2d 664 (1953). See 
Annot., 132 A.L.R. 678, 687-97 (1941). 
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release In Its proper perspective by noting that the parole sys
tem permits retention as well as discharge and by exPlainlng 
that the decision will be made by a competent tribunal some 
years In the future, when time and the correctional experience 
may have effected fundamental changes in the defendant's per· 
sonality. 

9. The Re<1uirement of Jury Agreement and Unanimity. The 
law at the time the Model Code was drafted exhibited consldera· 
ble variation as to whethe~· the jury was required to reach 
agreement with respect to the death penalty 11nd as to the conse· 
quences of Its failure to agree, although it was agreed on guilt, 
Most statutes authorizing jury discretion In capital cases failed 
to specify the consequences of disagreement, 116 with the result 
that the matter was resolved by judicial decision. In some 
states, the courts held that the jury was unable to return a ver· 
dlct unless it could achieve unanimity respecting sentence.117 In 
others, the court was either empowered m or required 119 to Im
pose sentence of death unless the jurors agreed on a qualifying 
recommendation of Imprisonment. In still other jurisdictions, 
the court was required to Impose sentence of Imprisonment un· 
less the jury reached a unanimous judgment In favor of death,120 

or If the jury were unable to agree, m Finally, one state allowed 
a bare majority of the jury to make a binding recommendation 
of mercy.122 Though a jury verdict for or against death was al· 
most always binding on the court, there were exceptions to that 
principle as weu.m 

116 See Andres v. United States, 333 U.S. 740, 7,59, 767-70 (1948) (opinion 
of Frankfurter, J., concurring). Those statutes that did speak to the sub· 
ject are summarized In MPC § 201.6, T.D. 9, App. D, at 121-25 (1959). 

117 See, e. g., People v. Hicks, 287 N.Y. 165, 38 N.E.2d 482 (1941), aff'd, 
289 N.Y. 576, 43 N.E.2d 716 (1942); Mays v. State, 143 Tenn. 443, 226 S.W. 
233 (1920); cf. People v. Green, 47 Cal.2d 209, 302 P.2d 307 (1956) (verdict 
incomplete; reversed for retrial as to sentence only), 

118 See, e. g., Mo.Rules Crlm.Proc. § 546.440 (1953): Mont. § 94-7412 (re· 
pealed 1968); Neb. A 28-401 (repealed 1963). 

119 See, e. g., Bullen v. State, 156 Ark. 148, 245 S.W. 493 (1922); Common· 
wealth v. MacNell, 328 Mass. 436, 104 N.E.2d 153 (1952); State v. Bunk, 4 
N.J. 461, 73 A.2d 249, cert. denied, 340 U.S. 839 (1950). 

1l!o N.H. U 585:4, :5 (repealed 1974); Wash. f 9.48.030 (repealed 1976). 

11!1 Ml~s. U 2217, 2536. 

m Fla. §§ 782.04, 919.23 (repealed 1972). 

123 Ga. § ~6-1005 (repealed 1969); Md. art. 27, §§ 412, 413; N.Y. U 
1044(2), 1045-a (repealed 1967). 
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Subsection (2) of the Model Code provision requires unani
mous concurrence of the jury fo!' imposition of a death sentence. 
This position continues the tradition of jury unanimity in crimi
nal matters.m It has the additional virtue of reducing the dan
ger that one or two jurors opposed to imposition of a death sen
tence may hold out against conviction rather than run the risk 
of being overridden in the sentencing phase. Most importantly, 
the requirement of unanimity reflects the judgment that sen
tence of death is a sanction so enormous and exceptional that it 
should not be imposed unless the case ls clear enough to con
vince all the jurors. m The Model Code therefore provides that 
failure to reach unanimous agreement on a death sentence re
sults in imposition of a sentence of imprisonment by the court.128 

10. Alternative to Deatll, Sentence. There remains the ques
tion of the alternative to a sentence of death upon conviction of 
murder. In most states, the alternative is life imprisonment, 
though eventual release from confinement is not the exception 
but the rule. 121 Quite generally, persons sentenced to life im-

m In 1962, It may have been assumed that a unanimous jury verdict in 
criminal cases was constitutionally required. However, In Apodaca v. Ore· 
gon, 406 U.S. 404 (1972), the court rejected an attack on an Oregon statute 
permitting a 10-2 verdict in non.capital cases. At the time Apodaca 
was decided, only Oregon and Louisiana allowed a less than unanimous ver· 
diet In trials of felony offenses. La.Const., art. VII, § 41; La.Code Crim. 
Proc. art. 782; Ore.Const., art.· I, § 11; Ore. § 136.610 (current statute at 
136.450). See Brief for Petitioner at 18, In Apodaca v. Oregon, 406 U.S. 404 
(1972). 

1u Virtually all Arneriaan jurisdictions, Including Oregon and Louisiana, 
require a unanimous verdict before a sentence of death may be Imposed. See 
Ore.Const., art. I, § 11; La.Const., art. I, § 17. Oregon abolished the death 
penalty in 1964 by referendum, 1963 Ore.Laws, ch. 625, § 6. 

128 Jf the Jury are unable to agree, there is a question whether the court 
should be empowered to submit the issue to a second jury, as the California 
statute provides. See Cal, § 190.1. The fact that the Model Code does not 
permit this alternative Is deliberate. One submission ought to be enough, 
and, if there is disagreement, the court should terminate the matter by Im· 
posing a sentence of imprisonment. 

m T. Sellin, The Death Penalty 74, Table 25 (ALI 1959). At least eight 
states do not provide by statute for parole of life prisoners. Ala. § 13A-6-
2(c); Ark. § 41-1302(3); Colo. §§ 17-1-204, 18-I-105; La. § 14:30 (as 
amended, Acts 1976, No. 657, § l); Mass. ch. 265, § 2; N.H. §§ 4:23, :25; Pa. 
tit. 18, § 331.17; Wyo. H 17-13-203, -301. While practice varies widely, In 
some of these states executive pardon or commutation of sentence performs 
the same function as parole, e. g., New Hampshire and Vermont (state poilcy 
to consider lift: prisoner for conditional pardon after 15 years). See E. Pow
ers, Parole Eligibility of Prisoners Serving a Ufe Sentence (1969). 
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prlsonment become eligible for parole after a determinate term. 
Ten years ls a common period of required lncarceratlon,118 

though several states allow earlier parole.129 In other jurlsdlc· 
tions, life termers become eligible for parole after 15 years,130 

and ln an increasing numl;ar of jurisdictions longer terms are 
requlred.131 Similar parole provisions exist in states that have 
abolished capital punishment.132 

12a A prisoner under life sentence for murder can be eligible for parole aft
er 10 years in nine capital jurisdictions, Including the federal government. 
Conn. § 53a-35 (10-year minimum sentence for class A felony); Idaho § 20-
223; Miss. I 47-7-3 (except no parole for robbery committed with a fire
arm); Ohio § 2967.13(c) (If life term Imposed for a non-capital offense); N. 
M. I 41-17-24; Nev. §§ 200.030, .320, .363 (for first-degree murder, aggravat· 
ed rape, and aggravated kidnapping); R.I. § 13-8-13 (with unanimous vote 
of the Board of Parole): S.C. § 55-6II; 18 U.S.C. § 4205(a). 

1211 Two states provide for shorter periods by statute. Cal. § 3046 (seven 
years); Nev. §§ 200.030, .320, .363 (five years for second-degree murder and 
non-aggravated rape or kidnapping). In six other states a life prisoner Is el· 
lglble for parole at any time. Ga. § 77-5-11; Ky. I 439.340; Mo. § 549.261; 
Neb. I 83-192; N.D. § 12-59-06; Vt. tit. 28, I 1051. In these states the pa
role board generally determines as a matter of policy the minimum sentence 
which must be served before parole will be granted, e. g,, Georgia (seven 
years), North Dakota (15 years for first-degree murder, 10 years for second· 
degree murder). Often the state parole board will set forth Its policy In ad
ministrative regulations, e. g., 501 Ky.Ad.Regs. 1:010, § 4 ("all persons serv
ing a single life sentence . . . shall have their cases reviewed after 
having served (6) years."). See E. Powers, Parole Eligibility of Prisoners 
Serving a Life Sentence (1969). 

130 At least seven capital jurisdictions allow parole for life termers after 
15 years. Del. tit. 11, U 4209, 4346 (reduced by good time: the court may 
Impose a sentence of life without parole for first-degree murder); Kan. § 
22-3717(2); Md. art. 27, § 122(B) (reduced by good time): N.Y. §§ 70.00, .30, 
.40 (minimum sentence for a class A felony Is 15-25 years); Ohio § 2967.-
13(B) (If life term Imposed for a capital offense); Utah § 77-62-9; Va. § 53.-
251. 

131 At least 11 capital states require life tenners to serve 20 years or more 
to be eligible for parole: Ariz. § 13-902 (after 25 years); Fla. § 775.082 (aft· 
er 25 years); Ill. ch. 38, § 1003-3-3 (after 20 years, reduced by good time); 
Ind. § 35-50-2-4 (minimum sentence of 20 years for a class A felony, no life 
Imprisonment); Mo. § 565.008 (after 50 years); Mont. § 95-3214 (after 30 
years reduced by good time); N.J. § 30:4-123.11 (after 30 years reduced by 
good time); N.C. § 148-58 (after 20 years); Tenn. § 40-3613 (after 30 years): 
Tex.Code Crlm.Proc. art. 42.12, I 15 (after 20 years reduced by good time); 
Wash. § 9.95.115 (after 20 years reduced by good time). 

131 The IO states which had completely abolished capital punishment by 
1976 vary greatly on the question of parole eligibility for life termers. Alas. 
§ 33.15.080 (.ifter 15 years): Haw. § § 706-606, -669 (life term may be Im· 
posed without parole or parole may be granted at any time after six months 
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The Model Code makes no provision for a separate category of 
life sentence as an alternative to capital punishment. Thus, per
sons convicted of murder but not sentenced to death are subject 
to imprisonment for a maximum term of life and a minimum 
term of not more than ten years.133 This resolution reflects the 
judgment that supervised release after a period of confinement 
is altogether appropriate for some convicted murderers, even 
though incarceration for the prisoner's lifetime may be required 
in other instances. In keeping with the foeory of its correctional 
provisions, the Model Code leaves such questions to the board 
of parole. 

The principal argument against this scheme is the fear that a 
jury may be influenced in favor of a death sentence by the 
knowledge that the prisoner may otherwise become subject to 
parole at some future date. This objection touches a real con
cern; certainly the political viability of capital punishment de
rives in part from the popular conception that any lesser sen
tence results in early release and a new opportunity for the de
fendant to resume his attack on society. It is not unreasonable 
to suspect that some jurors will react in the same way when 
called upon to determine whether death is an appropriate penal
ty in a particular case. Against this danger must be weighed a 
number of other factors. As is explained in detail in the com
mentary to Section 6.07, there are strong objections to longer 
minimum terms of imprisonment. Where a longer minimum is 
authorized, it will inevitably be employed in some cases where it 
proves to be unnecessary. There is, moreover, the special diffi
culty posed to the correctional authorities by the prisoner who 
has no realistic incentive to improve or behave. On balance, 
therefore, the Model Code rejects creation of a special form of 
sentence as an alternative to death. The Model Code endorses 
the same position for those jurisdictions that elect to abolish 
capital punishment for murder. Should it be thought essential, 
however, to differentiate between a flat life sentence and the 
range of sanctions authorized for a felony of the first degree, 
Section 210.6 can readily be adapted to this end. 

of confinement): Iowa § 902.1 (no parole unless governor commutes sen· 
tence): Me. tit. 17A, §§ 1251, 1254 (after 25 years): Mich. I 791.234 (life 
term may be Imposed without parole or parole may be granted after 10 
years): Minn. I 243.05 (after 25 years reduced by good time); Ore. H 144.· 
175, .180 (at any time); S.D. II 22-6-6, 23-60-5, -8 (after 5 years); W.Va. 
§ 62-12-13 (after 10 years): Wis. II 53.11, 57.07 (after 20 years reduced hy 
good time). 

133 Sections 6.06(1) and 6.07(1) supra. 
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11. Limitations on E~ecut1on of Death Sentenco. The Model 

Code does not include provisions governing the execution of a 
death sentence. Jurisdictions choosing to retain capital punish
ment must specify the method of execution and consider the tra
ditional exemptions for pregnant women and insane persons. 
The primarily correctional concerns of the Model Code led to 
omission of this subject. 

12. Subsequent Ootl8t1ttttional Developments. The Modei 
Code provision on capital murder was approved in tentative 
form in 1959 and incorporated in the Proposed Official Draft in 
1962. As of those dates, the constitutionality of existing death 
penalty procedures was generally assumed. This assumption 
seemed to have been confirmed in McGautha v. Oalifornia,134 

where the Supreme Court rejected a due process challenge to the 
exercise of wholly unguided jury discretion in imposing sentence 
of death for murder. In a companion case,133 the Court also up
held the use of a single verdict for both guilt and punishment in 
capital cases, despite defendant's claim that the unitary trial 
forced him either to forego his right to silence on the Issue of 
guilt or to allow the jury to reach a judgment on sentence with
out benefit of his exculpatory testimony. These decisions not
withstanding, the Court soon reversed field and began to articu
late new constitutional constraints on capital punishment. This 
line of development ls not completed, but the Court has worked 
dramatic change in the landscape of permissible legislative 
choice for use of the death penalty and seems to have estab
lished the major outlines of an acceptable approach to the prob
lem. Assessment of the impact of recent decisions on the Model 
Code provision requires some background. 

(a) Furman v. Georgia. Constitutionalization of the law 
of capital punishment began in 1972 with Furman v. 
Georgia.136 Three persons sentenced to death, one for mur
der and two for rape, challenged imposition of the capital 
sanction as violative of the eighth amendment guarantee 
against cruel and unusual punishment. The Court sus
tained these attacks in a short Per Curlam opinion that 
explains nothing of its reasoning. Each of the Justices 
filed a separate concurring or dissenting opinion, and it ls 
from this aggregation of views, totalling over 230 pages, 

134 402 U.S. 183 (1971). 

t31 CramptC'n v. Ohio, 402 U.S. 183 (1971), vac., 408 U.S. 941 (1972). 

13e 408 U.S. 238 (1972). 
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that guidance must be sought. What follows is, therefore, 
only a crude summary of an extremely complex and multi
faceted debate among the nine Justices. 

Two Justices rejected capital punishment altogether. Mr. 
Justice Brennan evaluated the death penalty against four 
concerns derived from the constitutional guarantee against 
cruel and unusual punishment and regarded their cumula· 
tive impact as controliing. He found, first, that the death 
penalty was cruel and unusual because, like barbaric punish
ments such as the rack, the thumbscrew, and the Iron boot, 
it necessarily demeans the value of human life; 131 second, 
that sentences of death were imposed on essentially arbi
trary grounds; third, that the infrequency of actual execu
tion showed that capital punishment bad become morally 
unacceptable to contemporary American society; and, 
fourth, that the absence of any measurable deterrent impact 
rendered the death penalty a gratuitous and therefore ex
cessive infliction of punishment. Mr. Justice Marshall ech~ 
oed the last two reasons.138 He found capital punishment 
invalid on the ground that the average American citizen, if 
fully informed on the issue, would find the death penalty 
"shocking to his conscience and sense of justice." nu Inde
pendently, he thought capital punishment an unconstitu
tionally excessive penalty because its use served no valid 
legislative purpose. This conclusion he based in part on dis
allowance of retribution as a permissible legislative end and 
in part on his analysis of statistical evidence demonstrating 
the absence of significant deterrent effect. For these rea
sons, Justices Brennan and Marshall concluded that capital 
punishment was per se unconstitutional. 

Three Justices concurred on apparently narrower 
grounds. Mr. Justice Douglas emphasized the differential 
impact of capital punishment on blacks and the poor and 
suggested that the sanction was applied dlscriminatorily 
against mlnorities and others in socially disadvantaged 
positions.uo He specifically reserved the question whether 

m See 408 U.S. at 273, 290 (opinion of Brennan, J,, concurring). 

na 408 U.S. at 314 (opinion of Marshall, J., concurring). 

uo 408 U.S. at 369 (opinion of Marshall, J., concurring). 

Ho 408 U.S. at 256-57 (opinion of Douglas, J., concurring): 
Thus, these discretionary statutes are unconstitutional In their opera· 

tlon. They are pregnant with discrimination and discrimination Is an In· 
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a mandatory death penalty might be constitutionally per
missible, but his opinion contained wide-ranging language 
not wholly consistent with a limited holding. Mr. Justice 
Stewart found it unnecessary to consider the constitution
ality of capital punishment In the abstract. Instead, he con
cluded that "death sentences are cruel and unusual In the 
same way that being struck by lightning ls cruel and 
unusual." m Thus, Mr. Justice Stewart focused on the po
tential for unguided discretion to degenerate into wanton 
and freakish exercise of the capital sanction, but he did not 
rest his conclusion on the suggestion of racial discrimina
tion, which he found had not been proved. Mr. Justice 
White joined in this general line of reasoning.m He argued 
that deterrence could not be served where the death sen
tence was carried out so rarely that it ceased to be a credi
ble threat, and he reiterated the point that no meaningful 
basis appeared for distinguishing the few who should die 
from the many who would be imprisoned. 

Finally, the Chief Justice and Justices Blackmun, Powell, 
and Rehnquist dlssented.1'3 Their opinions emphasized the 
long tradition of capital punishment In this country, its ac
ceptance by the Framers, and its continuing popular support 
as reflected through the political process. The dissenters 
attacked the majority's conclusion as an unwarranted usur
pation of legislative function and a contradiction of an ap
propriate sense of judicial restraint. 

The decisions in Furman left retentionist jurisdictions in 
a quandary. The Court had made it clear, albeit by the 
slightest of majorities, that a system of wholly unguided 
jury discretion in Imposing the death penalty would not be 
permitted. On the other hand, one could only speculate as 
to whether some other basis for capital punishment might 
survive constitutional scrutiny. The task was to devise 

gredient not compatible with the idea of equal protection of the laws 
that Is Implicit in tbe ban on "cruel and unusual" punlshlI'ents. 

m 408 U.S. at 309 (opinion of Stewart, J., concurring). 

m 408 U.S. at 310 (opinion of White, J., concurring), 

m 408 U.S. at 375 (opinion of Burger, C. J., with whom Blackmun, Powell, 
and Rehnquist, JJ,, joined, dissenting); 408 U.S. at 405 (opinion of Black· 
mun, J., dissenting); 408 U.S. at 414 (opinion of Powell, J,, with whom Burg· 
er, C. J., and Blackmun and Rehnquist, JJ., joined, dissenting); 408 U.S. at 
465 (opinion of Rehnquist, J., with whom Burger, C. J., and Blackmun and 
Powell, JJ., joined, dissenting). 
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some system that would meet the objections of Justices 
Stewart and White. Neither Justice had found the death 
penalty unconstitutional per se; each had focused on the in
frequency of its imposition and the absence of any meaning
ful standards for determining who should live and who 
should die. 

Two quite different solutions held some prospect of allay
ing these concerns. First, the states might attempt to con
strain and systematize jury discretion by adopting legisla
tive standards to control its exercise. This approach, of 
course, is exemplified in the Model Code provision on capi
tal murder, and many states patterned their revisions more 
or less closely after Section 210.6.144 The alternative ap
proach solved the problem of jury discretion by eliminating 
it. A number of states responded to Furman by enacting 
mandatory death penalty provisions.145 Usually, these re-

m Fifteen states adopted post-Furman statutes that provided for bifur
cation of capital trials and consideration of aggravating and mitigating cir
cumstances by the sentencing authority. Ala. § 2005; Ala.Acts of 1975, No. 
213; Ariz.Rev.Stat. §§ 13-452 to -454 (current version at Ariz. § 13-902); 
Ark. § 41-4706 (current statute at § 1301(3)); Cal. §§ 190.1, 209, 219 (current 
version at § 190 to 190.5); Colo. § 16-11-103; Conn. H 53a-25, -35b, -46a, 
-54b; Fla. §§ 782.04, 921.14I; Ga. §§ 26-3102, 27-2528, -2534.1, -2537; Ill. 
ch. 38, §§ 9-I, 1005-5-3, -8-la; Neb. §§ 28-401, 29-2521 to -2523; Ohio H 
2929.02 to .04; Pa. tit. 18, §§ 1102, 1311; Tenn. §§ 39-2402, -2406 (Invalidat
ed for constitutional defect In the title of the bill In State v. Halley, 505 S. 
W.2d 712 (Tenn.1974), replaced with a mandatory statute, Tenn. §§ 39-2402 
to -2406, which In tum was replaced with a bifurcated statute, Tenn. § § 39-
2404 to -2406); Tex. § 19.03; Tex.CoC:e Crlm.Proc. art. 37.071; Utah § 76-
3-207. However, seven of these states adopted "quasi-mandatory" statutes 
that depart from the Model Code proposal by requiring that the death pen· 
alty be Imposed when the sentencing authority finds one or more aggra· 
vatlng circumstances and no mitigating circumstance. These states were 
Arizona, California, Colorado, Connecticut, Ohio, Pennsylvania, and Texas. 
Two other states adopted statutes that allowed consideration of aggravat· 
Ing and some mitigating circumstances but failed to provide for bifurcation. 
Md. art. 27, § 413; Mont. § 94-5-105 (current version at § 94-2206.6 to 
-2206.13), 

145 The following 18 states adopted mandatory death penalty statutes after 
Furman: Del. tit. 11, § 4209; Idaho § 18-4004; Ind. § 35-13-4-1 (current 
version at Ind. §§ 35-42-1-1, -50-2-3); Ky. § 507.020 (1975) (current version 
at Ky. §§ 507.020, 532.025, .030, .035, .075 follows the Model Code); La. § 
14:30 (current version at La.Code Crlm.Proc. art. 905.0-.9); Miss. §§ 97-3-19, 
-21, 97-25-55, 99-17-20; Mo.§§ 559,009, .005; Nev.§ 200.030; N.H. § 630:1; 
N.M. § 40A-29-2; N.Y. §§ 60.06, 125.27; N.C. § 14-17; Okla. tit. 21, §§ 701.l 
to .3 (current version at Okla. tit. 21, H 701.7 to .15 follows the Model 
Code); R.I. § 11-23-2; S.C. § I6-52; Va. §§ 18.2-10 to -31; Wash. §§ 9A.· 
32.045, .046; Wyo. § 6-54 (current version at Wyo. 6-4-102, -103). 
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visions entailed some narrowing of the class of cases subiect 
to capital punishment,'~8 and at least one state did so by in
corporating into the definition of capital murder some of 
the factors specified as aggravating circumstances for deter
mination of sentence under Section 210.6.m At the other 
extreme, at least one state made death the mandatory pen
alty for every person convicted of first-degree murder as 
traditionally defined.148 As of July 2, 1976, at least 35 
states and the U.S. Congress had reacted to Furman by en
actirig new legislation on capital punishment for crimes that 
resulted in death.uo 

(b) The 1976 Decisions. A representative sample of the 
new legislation came before the Supreme Court in 1976. 
This round of litigation involved constitutional review of 
five post-Furman statutes on capital murder.180 In line 
with their Furman concurrences, Justices Brennan and Mar
shall voted to invalidate all five statutes.m On the other 
hand, four Justices voted to sustain all five laws. Mr. Jus
tice White found that his problems with unbridled jury dis
cretion had been resolved by the new legislation, and he 

148 See, e. g,, N.Y. § 125.27 (death penalty limited to Intentional homicide 
by a life-term convict and murder of a corrections or police officer); Nev. 
§ 200.030 (capital murder defined es murder of e police officer, murder by 
a life term convict, murder for hire, murder by explosives, and multiple mur· 
der): N.H. § 630:1 (capital murder defined as murder of a law enforcement 
officer, murder In connection with kidnapping, murder for hire, end success
ful solicitation of murder for hire), 

m E. g., Wash. § 9A.32.045 ("aggravated murder" defined as first-degree 
murder committed under any of several enumerated circumstances, e. g., the 
defendant was a convict under term of Imprisonment, the murder was com· 
mltted for pecuniary gain, there was more than one victim, or the killing 
was a felony murder committed In connection with rape or kidnapping). 

H& N.M. § 40A-2-1 (mandatory death penalty for all first-degree murder 
and all felony murder). 

uo The state statutes are cited In notes 144-45 supra. The federal enact· 
ment Is codified et 49 u.s.c. § 1472. See also Gregg v. Georgia, 428 U.S. 
153, 179 (1976). 

lllO Gregg v. Georgie, 428 U.S. 153 (1976); Proffitt v. Florida, 428 U.S. 242 
(1976); Jurek v. Texas, 428 U.S. 262 (1976): Woodson v. North Carolina, 
428 U.S. 280 (1976); Roberts v. Louisiana, 428 U.S. 325 (1976). 

m Gregg v. Georgia, 428 U.S. at 227 (opinion of Brennan, J,, dissenting); 
id., at 231 (opinion of Marshall, J., dissenting); Woodson v. North Carolina, 
428 U.S. at 305 (opinion of Brennan, J., concurring): id., at 306 (opinion of 
Marshall, J., concurring); Roberts v. Louisiana, 428 U.S. at 336 (opinion of 
Brennan, J., concurring); id, et 336 (opinion of Marshell, J., concurring). 
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wrote to express that conclusion on behalf of himself, the 
Chief Justice, and Mr. Justice Rehnquist.152 Mr. Justice 
Blackmun explained his vote to uphold all five statutes by 
reference to his dissent in Furman.1113 The decisive votes 
were cast by Justices Stewart, Powell, and Stevens. They 
issued a series of joint opinions upholding three statutes and 
invalidating two others. By allying first with one group 
and then with the other, the three Justices were able to 
form a majority in each of the five cases. 

In Ptoffitt v. Florida m the Court upheld a statute closely 
derived from the Model Code provision on sentence of death. 
The Florida law requires a separate evidentiary proceeding 
following conviction of first-degree murder, and it allows 
admission into evidence of any matter deemed relevant to 
sentence. The jury is directed to determine sentence by 
balancing enumerated circumstances of aggravation and 
mitigation. The statutory specification of those factors 
largely tracks Subsections (3) and (4) of the Model Code 
provision.1M The principal innovations of the Florida stat
ute are that the jury's determination is made by majority 
vote and that such determination, whether in favor of death 
or of sentence of imprisonment, is not binding on the court. 
Imposition of a death sentence by the comt must be accom
panied by written findings concerning the various matters 
of aggravation and mitigation, and such sentence is subject 

1s2 Gregg v. Georgia, 428 U.S. at 207 (opinion of White, J., concurring): 
Proffitt v. Florida, 428 U.S. at 260 (opinion of White, J,, concurring); Jurek 
v. Texas, 428 U.S. at 277 (opinion of White, J., concurring); Woodson v. 
North Carolina, 428 U.S. at 306 (opinion of White, J., dissenting); Roberts v. 
Louisiana, 428 U.S. at 337 (opinion of White, J., dissenting). 

1113 Gregg v. Georgia, 428 U.S. at 227 (opinion of Blackmun, J., concurring); 
Proffitt v. Florida, 428 U.S. at 261 (opinion of Blackmun, J., concurring); Ju
rek v. Texas, 428 U.S. at 279 (opinion of Blackmun, J., concurring); Wood
son v. North Carolina, 428 U.S. at 307 (opinion of Blackmun, J., dissenting); 
Roberts v. Louisiana, 428 U.S. at 363 (opinion of Blackmun, J., dissenting), 

111-t 428 U.S. 242 (IS76). 
11111 The Florida law alters the Model Code specification of aggravating cir

cumstances by omitting Paragraph (c), dealing with multiple murder, and by 
adding as an aggravating fu·:tor that the murder "was committed to disrupt 
or hinder the lawful exercise of any governmental function or the enforce
ment of laws." Fla. § 921.141(5)(g). The statute changes the Model Code 
list or mitigating circumstances only by deleting Paragraph (d), which deals 
with the defendant's belief In a moral justification or extenuation for the 
homicide. In other respects, the Florida law Is substantially the same as the 
Model Code provision. 
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to automatic appellate review. The plurality found that 
this scheme achieves "an informed, focused, guided, and 
objective inquiry" into whether a particular defendant 
should be sentenced to death. The contention that the vari· 
ous circumstances of aggravation and mitigation were too 
Indefinite to serve as meaningful constraints on the exercise 
of discretion was rejected and the constitutionality of the 
Florida statute was sustained 

Gregg v. Georgia 111s involved a statute patterned some
what more loosely after the Model Code. The Georgia. law 
also provides a bifurcated trial with substantial evidentiary 
latitude in the sentencing stage. Where a jury hears the 
sentencing Issues, its recommendation is binding on the 
court. In order to impose sentence of death, the court or 
jury must find beyond a reasonable doubt at least one of the 
10 aggravating circumstances specified in the statute. 
These factors significantly overlap the specification of ag
gravating circumstances in Subsection (3) of the Model 
Code provision. There is, however, no parallel to the 
Subsection (4) enumeration of mitigating factors. The jury 
is entitled to consider any non-statutory aggravating or mit· 
!gating circumstance "otherwise authorized by law," but the 
statute nowhere specifl~s what those mitigating circum
stances might be.m 'I'ilis innovation undercuts the Model 
Code position that sentence of death be premised on a bal· 
ancing of aggravating and mitigating circumstances, but it 
does not leave discretion of judge or jury wholly uncon
strained. The Georgia statute also provides for special ap
pellate review based on whether the sentence of death was 
imposed "under the influence of passion, prejudice, or any 
other arbitrary factor," whether the evidence supports the 
necessary finding of a statutory aggravating circumstance, 
and whether the death penalty "is excessive or dispropor
tionate to the penalty imposed in similar cases, consider~ng 
both the crime and the defendant." After considering this 
scheme, the plurality concluded that requirement of at least 
one statutory circumstance of aggravation coupled with the 
expanded scope of appellate review of sentence met the es
sential objections expressed in Furman: ''No longer <'all a 
jury wantonly and freakishly impose the death sentence; it 

tns 428 U.S. 153 (1976). 

m Ga. § 27-2534.1. 
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is always circumscribed by the legislative guidellnes." 1118 

Therefore, the statute was upheld. 

The third statute sustained by the Court bears llttle rela
tion to the Model Code provision on sentence of death. Ju
rek v. TexaB 1119 involved a statutory definition of capital 
murder as intentional or knowing homicide in five situa
tions: murder of a fireman or peace officer; murder 
committed In the course of certain specified felonies; mur
dfr committed for remuneration; murder committed in an 
escape or attempted escape from prison; and murder of a 
prison employee by an inmate. Upon conviction of capital 
murder, a separate sentencing proceeding is held. The jury 
is directed that it may impose sentence of death only upon a 
unanimous and affirmative finding on each of the following 
issues: whether the homicidal conduct was done deliberate
ly and with reasonable expectation of killing another; 
whether "there is a probabllity that the defendant would 
commit criminal acts of violence that would constitute a 
continuing threat to society"; and, if raised by the evi
dence, whether the defendant's conduct was unreasonable in 
response to provocation by the deceased.100 Sentence of 
death ls subject to expedited appellate review. The plurali
ty approved this scheme on the f oliowing reasoning. It 
viewed the five categories of capital murder as functional 
equivalents of specified circumstances of aggravation, and it 
concluded that judicial interpretation of the second sentenc-

. ing question (probability of future violent crimes) was 
broad enough to allow consideration of any mitigating cir
cumstance that might exist. 

Two other statutes were invalidated by the Court. Each 
involved a mandatory death penalty for certain classes 
of cases. The statute considered in Woodson v. North 
Carolina 181 condemned to death every person convicted 
of first-degree murder. The Court found three constitu
tional defects in this approach. First the mandatory 
death penalty ran afoul of evolving standards of decency, as 

u1a 428 U.S. at 207 (plurality opinion of Stewart, Powell and Stevens, JJ,). 

1119 428 U.S. 262 (1976). For a discussion of the Texas statute, see Dix, 
Administration of the Texas Death Penalt.v Statutes: Constitutional Inflrml· 
ties Related to the Prediction of Dangerousness, 55 Tex.L.Rev. 1343 (1977). 

100 Tex.Cod., Crlm.Proc. art. 37.07l(b). 

181428 U.S. 280 (1976). 
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evidenced by the uniform rejection of a mandatory death 
sentence for murder prior to the Court's intervention in 
Furman. Second, and somewhat strangely, the Court com· 
plained that the North Carollna statute failed to resolve the 
problem of unbridled and arbitrary jury discretion in impos· 
lng capital punishment. Apparently, the Court felt that ju· 
rles would continue to except sympathetic cases by simply 
refusing to return a verdict of gullty of first-degree murder. 
The ostensibly mandatory character of the sanction at· 
tempted to paper over this difficulty, but it failed, in the 
Court's view, "to guide, regularize, and make rationally re
vlewable the process for imposing a sentence of death." 1611 

Finally, the Court found an independent constitutional flaw 
in North Carolina's failure to allow particularized consider
ation of the character and history of the individual defend· 
ant. The Court found these same defects controlling in 
Roberts v. Louisiana.183 The Louisiana statute Imposed a 
mandatory sentence of death for conviction of five specified 
categories of murder. The Court invalidated this scheme, 
even though the defining circumstances of capital murder 
closely paralleled circumstances elsewhere approved as ag· 
gravatlng factors for consideration in sentenclng.184 

(c) The 1978 Decisions. The Supreme Court returned to 
the question of the minimum constitutional requirements 
for a death penalty statute in two cases from Ohio decided 
on the last day of the October 1977 Term.16G Although the 
Chief Justice noted that 11the States now deserve the clear· 
est guidance that the Court can provide," 188 the Justices 
were again badly divided. Mr. Justice Brennan did not par· 
ticlpate, and the remaining eight Justices wrote five sepa
rate opinions. 

to11 428 U.S. at 303. 

103 428 U.S. at 325 (1976). 

lM The five categories of capital murder Included murder In the course of 
certain specified felonies, murder of a fireman or peace officer, murder by a 
person previously convicted of an unrelated murder or serving a life sen· 
tence, murder by conduct Intended to endanger more than one person, and 
murder for remuneration, La. I 14:30 (1974) (current version at La. I 14:30). 

185 Lockett v. Ohio, 438 U.S. 686 (1978); Bell v. Ohio, 438 U.S. 637 (1978). 
The major opinions were written In the Lockett case. Though separate opln· 
Ions were written In the Bell case, they In effect reiterated the views al· 
ready stated In Lockett. 

toe 438 U.S. at 602. 
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The Ohio statute m provided for Imposition of the death 
penalty for murder If one or more of seven aggravating fac
tors were specified in the Indictment and proved beyond a 
reasonable doubt. In jury cases,188 the jury was required to 
return a verdict on the principal charge of murder and a 
separate verdict on each of the aggravating factors alleged. 
In the event of a guilty verdict and an affirmative finding 
on one or more of the aggravating factors, the sentence was 
to be Imposed by the judge after considering a presentence 
report, a psychiatric examination and report, and evidence 
submitted by the parties at a separate hearing. The death 
penalty was precluded when: 

considering the nature and circumstances of the offense 
and the history, character, and condition of the offend
er, one or more of the foilowing ls established by a pre· 
pondence [sic] of the evidence: 

(1) The victim of the offense induced or facili
tated It. 

(2) It is unlikely that the offense would have 
been committed, but for the fact that the offender 
was under duress, coercion, or strong provocation. 

(3) The offense was primarily the product of 
- the offender's psychosis or mental deficiency, 

though such condition ls insufficient to establish 
the defense of insanity. 

The statute was Interpreted by the Ohio courts to require 
the imposition of the death penalty If one of these mitigat
ing factors was not proved by the defendant by a prepon· 
derance of the evidence. 

The Chief Justice wrote for himself and the 1976 plurali
ty of Justices Stewart, Poweil, and Stevens. After review· 
ing the Court's recent capital punishment decisions, he con
cluded that: 

the Eighth and Fourteenth Amendments require that 
the sentencer, in all but the rarest kind of capital case, 
not be precluded from considering aa a mitigating f ac
tor1 any aspect of a defendant's character or record 
and any of the circumstances of the offense that the de· 

111 Ohio §§ 2929.03, .04. 

188 In non.jury trials, the case was to be tried by a panel of three judges 
and sentence Imposed by the three Judges under the same procedures. 
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fendant proffers as a basis for a sentence less than 
death.169 

The opinion then noted that since the mitigating factors 
that may be considered were limited to the three specified 
In the statute, the death penalty must be set aside because 
it precluded consideration of other relevant mitigating 
factors.110 

A wide range of views was expressed in the remaining 
opinions. Mr. Justice Marshall adhered to his view that the 
death penalty is unconstitutional under all circumstances. 
Mr. Justice Blackmun concurred on two separate grounds. 
First, he held the Ohio statute deficient since it authorized 
the death penalty for a defendant who only aided and abet
ted a murder, without permitting consideration of the ex
tent of her involvement or the degree of her mens rea In the 
commission of the homicide. Second, he found a violation 
of the principle of United States v. JackBon,m since the sen
tencing court had full discretion to prevent the imposition 
of a capital sentence "in the interests of justice" if the de
fendant pleaded guilty but lacked such authority If the de
fendant went to trial. This disparity, In his view, was "too 
great to survive under Jackson." m Mr. Justice White disa
greed with the views expressed in the Chief Justice's opin
ion on the ground that it invited "a return to the pre-Fur-

169 438 U.S. at 604. After "In all but the rarest kind of capital case," the 
Chief JusUce added a footnote (n. 11) In which he stated that "we express 
no opinion ai. to whether the need to deter certain kinds of homicide would 
justify a mandatory death sentence as, for example, when a prisoner-or es· 
capee-under a life sentence Is found guilty of murder." 

119 The Lockett case Involved a prosecuUon for a death during a robbery. 
The case arose under Ohio's doctrine of Imputed Intent, which functions In a 
manner similar to the common-law rule of felony murder. See Comment 5 
to Section 210.2 note 80 supra. Lockett was In a car outside the robbery 
scene at the time of the homicide. If given the opportunity, she apparently 
would have argued In mitigation that she was a minor participant In the 
homicide and would have urged as addlUonal mitigating circumstances her 
youth (21 years old) and the fact that she had committed no major crimes 
In the past. Bell was 16 years old at the Ume of the offense. The murder 
was committed by his 18-year old accomplice In the kidnapping of an older 
man. He apparently wished to argue In mlUgatlon his youth, the fact that 
he had cooperated with the police, and the lack of proof that he had par· 
tlclpated In the kllllng. Compare commonwealth v. Moody, 476 Pa. 223, 
382 A.2d 442 (1977), cert. dented, 438 U.S. 914 (1978) (lnvalldaUng Pennsyl· 
vanla death-penalty statute). 

m 390 U.S. 570 (1968). 

m 438 U.S. at 619. 
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man days," m when the death penalty was, as he expressed 
in his Furman opinion, erratically imposed. He concurred 
in the judgment, however, on the ground that the death 
penalty is disproportionate "without a finding that the de
fendant possessed a purpose to cause the death of the 
victim." m Finally, Mr. Justice Rehnquist dissented from 
the reversal of the death sentence. He reaffirmed his judg
ment that the McGautha case 115 was correctly decided and 
concluded that Ohio was not required to consider any miti
gating evidence which an accused or his lawyer wishes to of
fer. He also criticized the Chief Justice's opinion, as did Mr. 
Justice White, for reinstating the very evils which the Fur
man opinions were designed to eradicate. 

Two additional points should be made about the 1978 de
cisions. First, eight of the nine Justices have now come to 
the view that the death penalty is unconstitutional under 
the eighth and fourteenth amendments in at least some cir
cumstances. Only Mr. Justice Rehnquist maintains the po
sition that the states should have a free hand under any of 
the traditional or more modern provisions for imposition of 
the capital sanction. Second, the Court again left open a 
number of questions, although some of the Justices spoke to 
them. The Chief Justice's opinion ends with a footnote that 
listed a number of contentions that were not resolved: 

[W]e need not address her contention that the death 
penalty is constitutionally disproportionate for one who 
has not been proven to have taken life, to have at
tempted to take life, or to have intended to take life or 
her contention that the death penalty is disproportion
ate as applied to her in this case. Nor do we address 
her contentions that the Constitution requires that the 
death sentence be imposed by a jury; that the Ohio 
statutory procedures impermlssibly burden the defend
ant's exercise of his rights to plead not guilty and to be 
tried by a jury; and that it violates the Constitution to 
require defendants to bear the risk of nonpersuaslon as 
to the existence of mitigating circumstances in capital 
cases.118 

113 438 U.S. at 623. 

m 438 U.S. at 624. 
1111402 U.S. 183 (1971). See text accompanying note 134 supra. 

118 438 U.S. at 609 n.16. A similar reservation was made in the Bell case, 
with the additional notation that Bell had raised arguments concerning the 
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(d) Status of Model Code. These decisions are recounted 

in some detail in order to support a few tentative generali
zations about the constitutional status of capital punishment 
for murder. Three broad propositions emerge from the 
1976 and 1978 cases. First, the holding of Furman v. Geor
gia has survived in the sense that wholly unguided jury dis
cretion in imposing a sentence of death wlll not be permit
ted. However the Court may resolve the tension between 
Furman and Lockett, it seems clear at least that specific fo
cus upon aggravating and mitigating factors at the sentenc
ing stage is a constitutional requirement. Second, a manda
tory death penalty wlll also be disallowed. As the plurality 
expressed its view in Woodson, 11we believe that in capital 
cases the fundamental respect for humanity underlying the 
Eighth Amendment . . requires consideration of the 
character and record of the individual offender and the cir
cumstances of the particular offense as a constitutionally in
dispensable part of the process of inflicting the penalty of 
death." m The logic of this view would seem to extend to 
every mandatory death penalty, for no matter how narrow
ly the capital offense is drawn, an automatic sanction neces
sarily obviates consideration of any mitigation that may 
arise from the defendant's character, background, or emo
tional or mental condition at the time of a crime. Thus, in 
a later decision the Court relied upon Woodson and Roberts 
in striking down a Louisiana statute which imposed a man
datory death sentence for murder of an on-duty policeman 
for failure to provide for consideration of mitigating 
circumstances.178 The plurality, however, has consistently 
reserved decision on the constitutionality of a mandatory 
capital sanction for murder by a prisoner serving a life 

lack of meaningful appellate review under the Ohio structure. 438 U.S. at 
642 n.•. 

These arguments were addressed on the merits by several justices. Mr. 
Justice Rehnquist rejected all of them and voted to affirm the death sentenc· 
es. As noted In the preceding text, Mr. Justice Blackmun accepted the "ml· 
nor participant" argument, and Mr. Justice White accepted the argument 
that the death penalty Is disproportionate where the actor has no Intention 
to take life. 

m 428 U.S. at 304. 

178 Roberts v. Louisiana, 428 U.S. 325 (1977). Three other states Imposed 
a mandatory death penalty for the murder of an on·duty policeman at the 
time the Loul.iiana statute was Invalidated. Mont. § 94-5-105; N.H. § 630:1: 
N.Y. § 125.27(l)(a). 
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sentence.no A statute of this description would preclude 
consideration of some mitigating factors,180 but at least It 
would have the virtue of defining capital murder in terms of 
relevant criteria based on the characteristics of the offender 
as well as the circumstances of the crime. 

The third general proposition ls that capital punishment 
for murder may be Imposed where the system allows Indi
vidualized determinations under standards that Inform and 
constrain the exercise of discretion. The minimum ingredi
ents of such a system are not entirely clear, but certain 
common aspects of the 1976 and the 1978 decisions should 
be noted. The three statutes upheld In the 1976 decisions 
require a separate sentencing proceeding unburdened by the 
usual restrictions of the rules of evidence. This bifurcated 
procedure allows a more comprehensive basis for Imposing 
sentence, and it avoids confronting the defendant with the 
cruel choice of whether to introduce evidence that may be 
at once confirmatory of his liability for the crime yet Indic
ative of some ground for mitigation of sentence. All three 
statutes also provided some opportunity for appellate review 
of a sentence of death. Perhaps most Importantly, all three 
statutes Identified proof of some relevant circumstance of 
aggravation as a prerequisite to the capital sanction. The 
Texas statute reaches this result by narrowing the defini
tion of capital murder rather than by enumerating aggra
vating factors for the sentencing proceeding, but the two 
approaches are functionally similar. The various circum
stances of aggravation need not be objectively demonstrable 
or utterly precise. It is apparently permissible, for exam
ple, to premise capital punishment on a finding that the 
murder was especially heinous or cruel and manifested ex
ceptlonal depravity. This standard for discretion is not no
tably Informative, but it does represent an advance from the 
traditional first-degree formula of premeditation and dellb· 

no Woodson v. North Carolina, 428 U.S. at 292 n.25. Cf. Roberts v. Loul· 
slana, 431 U.S. 633, 637 n.5 (1977): Roberts v. Louisiana, 428 U.S. 325, 334 
n.9 (1976). The reservation was repeated In the Locllett decision. See note 
169 supra. At least four states now have such statutes. See note 77 supra 
and N.Y. H 60.06, 125.27(l)(a)(lll). The New York statute, however, has 
been held unconstitutional. See People v. Davis, 43 N.Y.2d 17, 400 N.Y.S.2d 
735, 371 N.E.2d 456 (1977), cert. denied, 435 U.S. 998 (1978), 

1ao For this reason It might be thought that the Locllett decision would be 
Inconsistent 111 principle with upholding such a statute, although the Court 
did reserve decision on the point. See note 169 supra. 
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eratlon. Finally, it is clear that the capital sentencing 
structure must allow consideration of mitigating as well as 
aggravating circumstances. The Court indicated in the 
1976 decisions that a failure to permit consideration of both 
sides of the equation would "almost certainly" be fatal 181 

and confirmed this conclusion in 1978. It is true, of course, 
that the Georgia statute upheld in 1976 nowhere specified 
what those mitigating factors might be and that the Texas 
law upheld in the same year invited consideration of mitiga
tion only under the broad rubric of an assessment of dan· 
gerousness. The fact that both schemes were upheld sug
gests that a rational articulation of mitigating circum· 
stances is not essential; moreover, the Lockett decision 
clearly prohibits rigid limitation of the range of factors the 
defendant may wish to introduce. What is required, there
fore, is a system that allows submission to court or jury of 
the evidentiary basis for whatever mitigation may exist. 
This opportunity, when coupled with a limitation of capital 
punishment for murder to certain specified circumstances of 
aggravation, apparently suffices to withstand constitutional 
scrutiny, 

Cumulatively, these observations confirm what the 1976 
plurality several times implied-that Section 210.6 of the 
Model Code ls a model for constitutional adjudication as 
well as for state legislation. The Court's resolution of the 
1976 and 1978 cases amounts to a broad endorsement of the 
general policy reflected in the Model Code provision. The 
more closely a state statute follows Section 210.6, the more 
likely it will survive constitutional scrutiny. Significant de
partures from that scheme will be allowed, as the Georgia 
and Texas cases demonstrate, but negation of the essential 
thrust of the Model Code approach will bring a death penal· 
ty statute into serious constitutional difficulty. 

13. Impact of Model Code. Prior to 1972, no American juris· 
diction had followed the Model Code In adopting statutory crite-

1a1 Jurek v. Texas, 428 U.S. at 271: 
But a sentencing system that allowed the jury to consider only ag· 
gravatlng circumstances would almost certainly fall short of providing 
the Individualized sentencing determination that we today have held In 
Woodsor, v. North Carolina . to be required by the Eighth 
and Fourteenth Amendments. 
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ria for the discretionary imposition of the death penalty.m Be
fore 1972 the only discernible effect of the Model Code proposal 
was introduction of a bifurcated capital trial procedure in six 
states.183 Following Furman the legislative response was di· 
verse, with the majority of retentionist jurisdictions enacting 
mandatory capital punishment for certain offenses.1114 Of the 15 
states that generally followed the Model Code bifurcation pro
cedure in restoring the death penalty, seven were "quasi-manda
tory," departing from the Code provision by requiring a sen
tence of death if the judge or jury found at least one aggravat· 
ing circumstance and no mitigating circumstance,1811 It is ques
tionable whether such statutes are truly mandatory where the 
sentencing authority is not required to indicate what mitigating 
circumstances it relied upon in deciding for leniency and particu
larly where the statute allows the sentencing authority dlscre· 
tion to determine what constitutes a mitigating circumstance.188 

The inclusion of mandatory language in these statutes seems to 
have resulted from the misconception, prevalent after Furman, 
that only a mandatory penalty could withstand constitutional 
scrutiny. Thus, it appears that the mandatory and quasi-man
datory statutes enacted after 1972 reflected a desire to comply 
with the Furman decision, rather than a legislative preference 
for a mandatory penalty. 

Among the Model Code-type statutes passed after Furman 
there was considerable variation in the formulation of aggravat
ing and mitigating circumstances. The most common departure 
was to add as an aggravating circumstance the knowing killing of 
a police officer, fireman, or prison guard. m Another common 
modification was to require that the sentencing authority consid· 
er mitigating circumstances without further specification or refer-

m For a compilation of jurisdictions and statutory provisions relating to 
standardless capital sentencing, see Note, Standardless Sentencing, 21 Stan. 
L.Rev. 1297, App, A (1969). 

183 California, Connecticut, Georgia, New York, Pennsylvania and Texas. 
See Comment, Jury Discretion and the Unitary Trial Procedure In Capital 
Cases, 26 Ark.L.Rev, 33, 39 n.9 (1972). 

1114 See note 145 supra. 

1114 See note 144 supra. 

188 E. g., Ariz. I 13-902 (capital punishment Is Imposed If "the court finds 
one or more of the aggravating circumstances enumerated In subsection F of 
this section and that there are no mitigating circumstances sufficiently sub
stantial to call for leniency"), 

m E.g., Ohio § 2929.04(A)(6); Pa. tit. 18, I 1311(d)(l)(I), 
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ence to any statutory criteria for mitigation.111 Generally, how
ever, the states plainly drew upon the circumstances listed in 
Section 210.6(3) and (4) in drafting the post-Furman enact
ments. Only the Texas statute 189 could be said to mark a rejec
tion of the Code formulation, and despite its approval by the 
Court in Jurek v. Texas, the Texas procedure remains an 
anomaly .190 

A pattern of legislative response to the 1976 death penalty 
cases has emerged as states seek to restore the sanction.191 

Each of the 19 new statutes examined when this comment was 
prepared resembles the Model Code provision and provides for 
bifurcation and consideration of specified aggravating 
clrcumstances.1112 All but three of these statutes enumerate stat
utory criteria for mitigation,193 and only Arizona does not pre
scribe automatic appellate review.m Each adopts the require
ment of Section 210.6 (2) that the death sentence shall not be 
imposed unless there ls present at least one aggravating circum
stance and no mitigating circumstance sufficiently substantial 
to call for leniency.1911 

188 E. g., Ga. I 27.2534. I ("mitigating circumstances" undefined); Ill. ch. 
38, IOOS-8-lA (death unless a majority of the three-Judge panel finds "com
pelling reasons for mercy"). See also Mont. § 94-5-I05 ("mitigating circum· 
stances" undefined); Okla. § 701.I I ("mitigating circumstances" undefined; 
supersedes former mandatory provision enacted after Furman). 

189 Tex. § I9.03; Tex.C1>de Crlm.Proc. art. 37.071. 

180 None of the statutes enacted after Jurek v. Texas follows the three· 
question format contained In Tex.Code Crim.Proc. art. 37.071. 

191 Mr. Justice Blackmun noted in his opinion in the Lockett case that 34 
states now have death-penalty statutes for homicide. The statutes are cited 
in notes 144, 179, supra, and 192, infra, 

192 Ariz. § 13-902; Cal. §§ I90 to I90.5; Del. tit. 11, I 4209; Idaho § I9-
2515; Ind. I 35-50-2-9; Ky. U 507.020, 532.025; La.Code Crlm.Proc. arts. 
905 to 905.9; Miss. 11 99-I9-10I, -I03, -105, -107; Mo. §§ 565.008, .012, 
.014: Mont. §§ 95-2208.6 to -2208.13; Nev. §§ 200.030, .033, .035; N.H. I 830:· 
5; N.C. § 15A-2000 to -2003; Okla. tit. 21, §§ 70I.9 to .I5; S.C. §§ 16-3-20 
to -28; Tenn. §§ 39-2404 to -2406; Va. H 19.2-264.2 to 264.5; Wash. § 9A.· 
32.040 to .047; Wyo. §§ 6-4-IOl to -I03. 

193 Del. tit. 11, § 4209; Idaho § 19-25I5; Okla. tit. 21, §§ 701.10 to .12. 

ltM The Arizona constitution does provide for a first appeal as of right 
from the conviction, and the criminal code stipulates that such appeals shall 
be made directly to the state supreme court which shall have full power to 
review the propriety of sentence. Ariz.Const. art. 2, I 24; Ariz. II 13-4031, 
-4037. 

11111 Ariz. § 13-902(E)i Cal. § 190.l; Del. tit. 11, § 4209(c)(4); Idaho § 19-
2515(b); Ind. § 35-50-2-9(a); Ky. § 532.025(2)(b)(9); La.Code Crim.Pree. art. 
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The aggravating and mitigating circumstances enumerated In 
the new statutes conform more closely to the Code provision 
than did those In post-Furman Model Code-type statutes. One re
current deviation ls the rejection of the "moral justlffcatlon" 
mltlgatlon of Section 210.6(4) (d) of the Code by all but four of 
the states.198 Another significant divergence ls found In the Idaho 
statute, which designates as an aggravating circumstance that 
"the defendant, by prior conduct or conduct in the commission 
of the murder at hand, has exhibited a propensity to commit 
murder which will probably constitute a continuing threat to 
society," 191 and the comparable provision In Virginia "that there 
is a probabfllty that the defendant would r.ommlt criminal acts 
of violence that would constitute a continuing serious threat to 
society." 109 This aggravating factor does not appear In the 
Model Code provision and ls derived from the Texas death penalty 
statute.1119 Unlike the Texas statute, however, the new Idaho 
statute requires the jury to consider nine other aggravating 
clrcumstances.200 And though the Virginia code Includes only 
one other statutory aggravating circumstance (that the murder 
was "outrageously or wantonly vile, horrible or inhuman" 101) it 
also prescribes consideration of five mltlgating circumstances, 
all drawn from Section 210.6(4) of the Model Code. Aside from 
the absence of statutory mltlgatfng factors in three lnstances,102 

the remaining modifications found in the 19 statutes are 
mlnor.203 

Only the new California statute departs substantially from the 
bifurcation provision of the Model Code. By requiring that any 

905.3; Miss. I 99-19-101(3); Mo. I 565.012(1)(4); Mont. I 95-2206.10; Nev. 
I 200:030(4)(a); N.H. I 630:5(1V); N.C. I 15A-2000(b); Okla. tit. 21, I 701,· 
11; S.C. I 16-3-20(C); Tenn. I 39-2404(g); Va. I 19.2-264.3(C); Wash. I 
9A.32.040(1); Wyo. I 6-4-102(e). 

198 Cal. I 190.3(e); Ky. I 532.025(2)(b)(4); La.Code Crlm.Proc. art. 905.5(d); 
Tenn. I 39-2404(j)(4). 

1011daho § I9-2515(f)(8). 

198 Va. I 19.2-264.2. 

1119 Tex.Code Crlm.Proc. art. 37.07l(b)(2). 
100 Idaho § 19-2515(f). 
101 Va. I 19.2-264.2. 

202 See note 193 supra. 
to3 E. g., La.Code Crlm.Proc. art. 905.S(d). Louisiana bas modified the 

Model Code's mitigating circumstance of moral justification (Subsection (4) 
(d)) by requiting that the defendant's belief meet the objective standard or 
reasonableness. 
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case in which the death penalty may be imposed be tried in sep
arate "phases," eo.a the California code mandates a trifurcated 
procedure. After a determination of guilt, two separate pro
ceedings must be conducted: first to establish the truth of any 
11special" aggravating circumstances charged,205 and then to fix 
the penalty after consideration of ten possible aggravating and 
mitigating factors.2oe 

When compared with tbe 125-year effort required for univer
sal acceptance of discretionary capital sentencing in America,201 

the reforms in capital sentencing achieved since 1972 appear 
dramatic. While many forces contributed to this transforma
tion, by far the most significant was the Supreme Court and 
particularly its changing perception of a death penalty provision 
based upon the Model Code. Speaking for the Court in Mc
Gautha v. California, Justice Harlan discussed Section 210.6 at 
length and concluded that it was a futile effort to solve the 11in
tractable" problem of standards in capital sentencing, which 
demonstrated that the Court should not undertake "to pro
nounce at large that standards in this realm are constitutionally 
required.'' 208 The subsequent reexamination and ultimate rejec
tion of this conclusion by the Court has left the Model Code pro
vision as the constitutional model for capital sentencing statutes 
and in the future may transform Section 210.6 into a paradigm 
of constitutional permissibility. 

RM Cal. §§ 190.1, .4. 

1011 Cal. § 190.2. 

R08 Cal. § 190.3. 

201 See Comment 4(c) supra. 

!OB McGautha v. California, 402 U.S. 183, 207 (1971). 
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